Coventry High School
40 Reservoir Road
Coventry, RI 02816

Population: 2,079
“Time of Your Life”

Another turning point, a fork stuck in the road. 
Time grabs you by the wrist, directs you where to go. 
So make the best of this test, and don’t ask why. 
It's not a question, but a lesson learned in time.

It's something unpredictable, but in the end is right. 
I hope you had the time of your life.

So take the photographs, and still frames in your mind. 
Hang it up on a shelf of good health and good time. 
Tattoos of memories and dead skin on trial. 
For what it's worth, it was worth all the while.

It's something unpredictable, but in the end its right. 
I hope you had the time of your life.

-Lyrics by Green Day
Senior Class Officers

Class Advisor
Mr. Brisette

Class President
Kaela Adams

Class Executive Board
Lisa Rabbit, Stacey Catanzaro, Brittany Plane, Jen Gareau

Social Committee
Ashley Cohen, Ashley Fallon, Jessica Pacheco, Heather Stephen, Liz Parnode, Alicia Jacques

Best All-Around
Kaela Adams & Cory Manley

Tracy A. Abreu

Kaela M. Adams
Nicholas P. Agreta
Mary Jane Ahern
Brian J. Alexander

Jonah S. Alley
Aby R. Amaral
Dominique R. Andrews
Molly M. Arsenault
Most Dependable
Amanda Bernston & Joshua Malloy
Most Likely to Stay in Coventry

Lindsay Cormier
&
Thomas Simmons
Most Unique
Rosanne Izzo
&
Dimitri Sitze

Worst “Senioritis”
Kathryn Potter
&
David Gamelin

Antoinette R. DuBois
Joseph M. Duffy
Matthew J. Duffy
Daniel F. Dugan
Jared M. Felice
Ronald J. Feole
Harry P. Fereidoni
Thomas M. Ferreira

Jamie L. Darnell
Danelle M. Dwyer
Ashley L. Falk
Ashley Fallon
Brett Ferrucci
Christopher A. Fontaine
Eric A. Fonthe
Jessica M. Ford
Best Dressed
Alicia Jacques
&
Felix “Jake” Hebert

Charles W. Forsythe
Jennifer M. Gauthier
Laura M. Geuvin
Kenneth Girard
Nathan S. Girard

Matthew F. Gallo
David Gamelin
Brian T. Gauderer
Jennifer M. Carreau
Raquel M. Gonzalez
Jasmine E. Groene
Kristen M. Ghettin
Callin A. Holpin

Sean Foster
Alexander Puccello-Paul
Kathryn M. Gallagher
Ronald B. Gallant Jr.
Tiffany Giauci
Julia A Glater
Melissa Golombek
Sarah M. Golomb
Most Changed
Caitlin Skene
&
Brett Ferrucci

Class Artists
Kristen Corcoran
&
Benjamin Izzo

Katelyn L. Hanna
Andrew J. Harris
Alexandria L. Hartman
John B. Hawkins
Joshua Heron
Daniel Hetu
Thomas A. Holland
Amanda E. Hood

Joseph B. Hawkins
Nile Hawver
Kayla H. Heath
Felix "Jake" Hebert III
Heather Hood
Stacey N. Hopkins
Brianna Horne
Craig R. Houle
Most Shy
Donna Phillips &
Matthew Beaudoin
Most Dramatic
Vanessa Rogers & Nile Hawver

Corey N. Kuzela
Erin K. Larson
Rebecca J. Larrusse
Nicole S. Lavoie
Shane C. Lavoie

Alexander LaFazia
Laura A. Labossiere
Aimee D. Labossiere
Ashley M. Lachance
Jessica M. Lawton
Alicia C. Loddy
Travis C. Lefort
Andrew A. Lenox

David J. Lamothe
Erin LaGlois
Jessica Lanoue
James P. Lapoint Jr.
Victoria R. Lessjear
Ashley L. Levesque
Joseph G. Levesque
Kimberly M. Lima
Best Vo-Tech
Jamie Lynch &
Daniel Dugan

Friendliest
Alicia Leddy &
Nikolas Metzger

Sarah Loranger
Eric Lundh
Jamie D. Lynch
Christine Lyons
Danielle M. Marcotte
Patrick Marino
Stephanie A. Markets
Nina L. Marold

Zhou (Joe) Lin
Joshua Marciezyk

Gary Marsh
Hannah C. Marshall
Kurt Marsacci
Stephen A. Marsacci
Brian R. Mateau
Most Likely to Succeed

Jessica Lawton & Michael Ross
Most Intelligent
Karen Quinn & John Peloquin

Class Musicians
Lindsey Powers & Steve Demers

Kelly M. Murphy  Nicole M. Nadeau  Rachel Nadeau  Matthew J. Nardolillo
Lisa Oberlander  Danielle Olivier  Ralph E. Orlandi III  Kasey Osman
Kaylin Nelson  Justina Norell  Lindsay A. Norton  Amy L. O'Brien
Jessica L. Paice  Marc E. Pagan Jr.  Stephanie Paiva  Jessica E. Palardy
Most Spirited
Ashley Chapman
&
Matthew Delory
Class DJ’s
Nicole Nadeau
&
Michael Scambio

Nathaniel J. Pouliot
Leah M. Powers
Lindsey A. Powers
Brandi Provencial

Emanuel C. Prudencio
Bethany H. Puchta
Kelly-Sue L. Quaranta
Karen E. Quinn

Jeremy B. Rather
Ashley C. Rebollo
Bethany B. Regan
Michael J. Ricci

Lisa Rabbit
Robert Randall
sannah A. Raposa
Michelle L. Raposa

Amanda Richardson
Chelsea Ricks
Sarah M. Ricles
Douglas Roberts
Most Athletic
Tiffany Guisti
&
Travis Leffert

Worst Driver
Danielle Marcotte
&
John Dorian

Vanessa A. Rogers
Kayla L. Rosen
Michael L. Rossi
Rachael M. Rossi
Sarika Saran
Alison M. Saritelli
Amanda L. Sarro
Chad Sauser

Robert Rossi Jr.
Kevin S. Rowles
Casey Ryan
Courtney Saccocia
Bryan M. Sauvageau
Michael J. Scambito
Shana M. Schleth
Melissa A. Scungio
Class
Inseparables

Hannah Marshall & Lisa Coulombe

David Gamelin & Nicholas Verducci
Best Platonic Friends
Alicia Leddy & Adam Corriveau
Class Sweethearts
Ashley Lachance & Ryan Brennan

Best Hair
Jasmine Greene & Jared Maynard (missing)

Heather R. Vasques
Anthony R. Verdecchia
Nicholas D. Verducci
Kimberly Verney
Daniel R. White
Ryan J. White
Shawn Whitehead
Sean R. Wieboldt

Antonio Vizzaccaro
Sarah A. Voccio
Kayla M. Waddell
Ryan Weston
Eric J. Wiesner
Christopher J. Wilcox
Georgiana L. Williams
Nicholas B. Williams
Top Left: Liz, Julia, Casey, and Cailin pose for a group shot.
Top Right: Kristen Palardy is happy to give Stephanie Paiva a hug.
Bottom Left: Casey Ryan is ready to put in eighty minutes of learning.
Bottom Right: Jen and Brittany Plante stumble upon the yearbook camera in the corridor and are glad to pose.
Camera Shy

Nathan Anderson
Melissa Angilly
Jacob Ballard
Larry Batter
Mitchell Bedard
Candie Bernard
Amy Bernard
Shauna Brooks
Charlene Cahoon
Beth Celani
Chelsea Chabot
Alyssa Clark
Jesse Cordeiro
Maryrose Corsoyer
Kimberly Davis
Matthew Dalory
Jonathan Dinoky
Lisa Dold
Christina Donovan
Katie Eastman
Jamie Eastman
Nadh Elia
Corinne Faller
Joe Fletcher
Jason Geary
Jessica Ghervey
Kayla Glynn
Matthew Goodness
Miranda Cornostai
Carl Gough
Kimberly Gough
Ronald Guilmette
Erika Gutierrez
Nicole Jensen
Brian Johnson
Donald Jordan
Christopher Judd
Jennifer Kane
Andrew Kennett
Michael Kiloran
Eric Krajszewski
Alexander LaFazio
Mathias Laroche
Adam Lai
Cynthia Lopez

Eric Krajszewski
Jeffrey Mariano
Brenda Matlowson
Piotr Mazowska
Sean McShane
Gregory Morgan
Jarness Morrison
William Mutua
Danielle O’Dea
Christopher O’Neil
Katharyn Potter
Penelope Ramjae
t
Tracy Redinger
Jeremy Rogers
Briana Russotti
Raymond Schulholis
Khayati Shah
William Sheldon
Dimitri Sizoe
Damien Smith
Russell Smith
Gregory Smith
Janel Snowden
Manuel Soto
Allene Sposoloz
Jennifer Sullivan
Noel Teves
Sokoll Lin
Kaylee Vadnais
Melissa Vallier
Whitney Weems
Lindsey Wernmay
Eric Wilding
Jenny Williams
CHS HOMECOMING 2004

September 19th, 2004 commemorates the annual CHS Homecoming game and parade. After several months of dedicated work from both the football players and the float committees, the entire experience proved to be a success.

Up first in the parade that began in front of the Coventry Credit Union was the marching band, followed by the Senior float decorated in the time-honored Christmas story *How the Grinch Stole Christmas*. Next up were the cheerleaders and then the Junior Class float of the classic Christmas story *The Polar Express*. The Washington Annex’s float of *The Wizard of Oz* was followed soon after by the Student Council’s float of *Charlotte’s Web*. The Sophomore class float supported cavities and candy by showing *Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory*, and the Drama Club’s float brought us back to the early childhood nursery rhymes of Mother Goose. The Foreign Language Club brought us around the world in their *It’s A Small World* float.

Shortly after the parade was the Homecoming Game, where everyone came to cheer on the home team. With a final score of 14-7, the Coventry Oakers won their Homecoming Game for the second year in a row. Help in defeating the Westerly Bulldogs were Corey Thayer and Cory Bannon, who each scored touchdowns.

At half-time, the school’s Homecoming King and Queen were announced. The winning couple was Geoffrey Sinnott and Queen, Jennifer Gareau.
**JUNIOR PROM**

"The Night is Ours"

There’s something about the way you look tonight
The way the light paints your face a misty white
And how my hands caress your gentle hips
The way I kiss your warm velvet lips

And I don’t have to say I’m sorry
And I don’t need to say goodbye

Chorus:
The night is ours to hold. So could we run away to paradise
Can we remain this way forever
Collecting memories along the way
These lights are only here to guide us
As the night turns into day

There’s something in your voice tonight
The reassurance that you’ll guide me through my plight
You’ve always told me that I should take the risk
Cause all these moments have been leading up to this

And we don’t have to say we’re sorry
And we don’t need to say goodbye
It’s been a long hard road
Without you by my side
I’ve been living in a darkened room
Without the shimmer of your candlelight

The night is ours to hold, forever
So let’s just stay like this tonight

---

**Reflection on the Class of 2005**

Most importantly, the four high school years are years full of memories, scholarship, and the becoming of an adult from an adolescent. Upon entering the mighty gates of Coventry High School in the year 2001, most newcomers were bombarded with feelings such as anxiety, excitement, and nervousness. For others, the first day marked the beginning of the countdown to the end of the four high school years. As the end grows nearer, it has become more and more difficult for some to wave goodbye, and for others to make it to school each day without detouring to perhaps a more appealing place (for instance, a breakfast joint). Whatever the case, it is official that we are seniors. With this newfound superiority comes senior privileges (well not really), and the prudence in “creating your own privileges,” or finding exceptions to the rules. We are also expected to serve as role models to the underclassmen—such power in molding the minds of those that are inferior to us. Ultimately, high school has been our chance to prove to a larger, grander, and often critical audience that we are the minds of the future that will outdo even the greatest minds of the past.

In reflecting on the past years, several important events highlight the minds of many seniors. As freshman, we entered a float in the homecoming parade and cheered on the football team during our first high school event. Furthermore, many of us, not to sound cliché, danced the night away at our first semi-formal dance. In the following year, events such as the sophomore semi-formal dance are imprinted in many minds. Also during sophomore year, we received our class rings, marking the road past and the road ahead of us during our high school career. Declared "upperclassmen," junior year brought a new air among the students of our class. We were now fed more responsibilities. This was our first year participating in the Hunt, which proved to be both entertaining and memorable for most of those involved. Also, Junior Prom, "The Night is Ours," is etched in the high school memories of those who attended. In addition, Class Day was our chance to display our true perceptions of those seniors that were a year ahead of us. Lastly, one of the most important events of our high school career was the turning of the rings, at which juncture we were officially deemed "seniors".

Senior year, full of festive events, has proved to be bittersweet. This year, for many, is probably the most important year in terms of "memory-making." However, this is also the year that many of us are choosing to part and pursue different paths into the future. This year marks the making of several important decisions, many of these involving close friends, family, and one’s future. Some of the festivities that highlight senior year include our last homecoming, our winter ball, prom, the Hunt, Varsity Review, Spirit Week, Senior Supper, and Graduation. This is our last year as a unified class, and as we toss our caps on graduation; memorabilia, closure, excitement, and sadness will permeate the air.

Seniors, remember:
"My will shall shape the future. Whether I fail or succeed shall be no man's doing but my own. I am the force; I can clear any obstacle before me or I can be lost in the maze. My choice; my responsibility; win or lose, only I hold the key to my destiny." —Elaine Maxwell

~CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2005~

Sajel Shah
Senior Directory

Tracy Ann Ahreu
Sisters
33 R. Hill Street
Day Care Teacher
Dancing and Singing
If you first do not succeed, try, try, try again.

Jonah Alley
13 Fernerest Ave
Electronics

Kaela Marissa Adams
K, Miss Adams, PK
4 Evergreen Ct
Screenwriter/director
Class President 9-12, Yearbook 9-12, Track & Field 12, Girls Volleyball 10, Drama 12.
“I’m in the kitchen boiling society.”

Dominique R. Andrews
5377 Flat River Rd
Teaching/Child Psychology/Work
“Your mind will only take you so far, your heart will lead you all the way.”

Marissa Dawn Brisson
Maria
13 Marion Dr
Elementary Education
Soccer 10, Track 10 & 12, Yearbook 12, Social Committee 12
“Live each day to the fullest.”

Melissa Sue Brayton
Melby, Assailen, Mel, Missy
629 Knotty Oak Rd
Culinary
Skills USA
“Go on, tell those spiders, Ron.”

Candice Barcia
Candy
Chef
Softball, Culinary

Ashlee Beverly
Ashley Lynn Beverly
Smsley, Bev
195 Old Flat River Rd
Counsellor
Softball, Culinary
“I don’t have time for a crisis, my schedule’s full.”

Josh Bracken
Paws
76 Wood Cove Dr
Coal miner
National Honor Society, Baseball team
“Jeb knows you did it, we threw it up from dusk till dawn!”

Trina Marie Bell
Trin, Trini, Broccoli
129 Columbia Ave
Professional chef with a five star restaurant
Concert Chorus 9, Instrumental Works 10, Skills USA 11-12, Best Drug By Car 12
“I am nobody. Nobody is perfect. Therefore, I am perfect.”

Elizabeth Virginia Bell
Beth Bell, B Bell, Lizard, Utah, Steve, Road Runner, Road Rage, Bellinator
16 Apple Blossom Ln
Math Education
Volleyball 12-10, Varsity 12, Varsity Basketball 12-10, Varsity Football 12, Junior High 12-10, National Honor Society 11-12
“O’be wise, what can I say more?”

Justine Boucher
Justine, Punky Fan 88, Jazzy, Steenie, Justines Risfro
584 Main Street
Marketing/Journalism
Newspaper
“Everyone thinks something is normal, it probably is. Why do something everyone else is doing? Do something different.”

Heather
Puttng, Capt Girls Volleyball team, Daily Grind
“What’s living if you can’t pull down your pants and slide on the ice?”

Matthew Beaudoin
Eighteenth Irish
460 Williams Crossing Rd
Insurance Agent
Football
“Live life to the fullest.”

Kristin Lee Boss
Kissy
580 Old Main St
Accounting/Special Education Teacher
“Blame it on her mother.”

Jacqueline Brice
“Big country, Home Depot, JJB, Bass, Macy’s
148 Togage Ave
Amtrak Inc.
Football 9-11, Track 10, Electronics 11-12, ROTC 11-12
“Ain’t no fun until you got some.”

Lindsay M. Bertrand
Linds
149 Pilgrim Ave
Student teacher
Wootch
“Life’s too short to stay mad about little things.”

Stephanie Berthiaume
Steph
3550 Flat River Rd
Hairdresser
Wootch
“Don’t be someone, be yourself.”

Alicia Beth Benson
Bessie
8 Wildflower Dr
“Sometimes I think ‘What’s a friend? and then I think ‘A friend is the last chocolate chip for'”

Jessa Desiree Campbell
Wheels, Soup, May, May, Campbell, Killa
117 Station St
Air Force National Guard/Jonathan Wood
“Life has its rough times but through every dark night shines a bright day after it stick out your chest out and head up.”

Kevin Cole
KC
28 Monroe Dr
Civil Engineer
Football, Hockey, Skiing
“Life’s like a garden, dig it.”

Lisa Elizabeth Coulombe
Lisa, Lisa, Lisa, Ghita, L. to the C, Lisa, Lisa
881 Maple Valley Rd
Shingles
“Select Chorus 11-12, Bistro 10-12, Varsity, Reedy Yearbook 12, H.H.E.L. 10+, Oral French Club 10-12, Key, key don’t like net, times square.”
“THAT’s a crop.”

Stephanie Berthiaume
Steph
3550 Flat River Rd
Hairdresser
Wootch
“Don’t be someone, be yourself.”

Amanda Beth Benson
Bessie
8 Wildflower Dr
“Sometimes I think ‘What’s a friend? and then I think ‘A friend is the last chocolate chip for'”

Jessa Desiree Campbell
Wheels, Soup, May, May, Campbell, Killa
117 Station St
Air Force National Guard/Jonathan Wood
“Life has its rough times but through every dark night shines a bright day after it stick out your chest out and head up.”

Kevin Cole
KC
28 Monroe Dr
Civil Engineer
Football, Hockey, Skiing
“Life’s like a garden, dig it.”

Lisa Elizabeth Coulombe
Lisa, Lisa, Lisa, Ghita, L. to the C, Lisa, Lisa
881 Maple Valley Rd
Shingles
“Select Chorus 11-12, Bistro 10-12, Varsity, Reedy Yearbook 12, H.H.E.L. 10+, Oral French Club 10-12, Key, key don’t like net, times square.”
“THAT’s a crop.”

Stephanie Berthiaume
Steph
3550 Flat River Rd
Hairdresser
Wootch
“Don’t be someone, be yourself.”

Amanda Beth Benson
Bessie
8 Wildflower Dr
“Sometimes I think ‘What’s a friend? and then I think ‘A friend is the last chocolate chip for'”
Soccer 9-12; Wrestling 10-11
“A good friend will bail you out of jail but a best friend will be standing next to you saying, that was awesome!”

Danielle Dwyer
Doubles D, Dani
565 Quaker Lane #97, WV 28093
Physical Therapy
National Honor Society 11-12
“Whatever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine.”

Corinne Facker
Rinae
No clue
Hanging out with Dave.
“Your memory is never passing, my love for you is everlasting.”

Ashley Lynne Falk
Falkie, Falk, ALE, Crayon box
7 Lantern Ln.
Forensic Pathologist
Yearbook 9, Hockey Cheerleading 10
“You walk into the party like you were walking into a yacht.”—Carlton Simon

Ashley Anne Fallon
Fallon, Fall, Fal-Fal, Horses, Jeeves, Holachecz
36 Tobin Street
Physical Therapy
Outdoor Track 9-12, Outdoor Track 9-12, Social Committee Chair 11
“Be yourself, because those who don’t matter, and those who don’t mind.”

Stephanie Fay
Steph
38 Mantfred St.
Advertising
Gymnastics
“Everybody thinks that everybody else knows about everybody else, but nobody knows anything about themselves because they’re all worried about everybody else.”

Joshua Fecket
Phill
11 Gillospie
Auto mechanic
“Change can only be established through blood, sweat, and tears.”

Harry Ferdinand
Harry (fill in here)
Studying computer technology at college
“Harry knows everything!”—Dr. Pothere

Brett Ferrucci
Gabriel
91 Isle of Capri
Business
Girls, Cars, and money
“Don’t live too fast, troubles will come, and they will pass.”

Chuck Forsythe
Rainman
1007 Hope Furnace Rd.
Varsity Hockey
“I’m not cocky, I’m not confident, so when you say I’m the best it’s a compliment.”

Sean M. Foster
Foster, Seanro, Sanny, Fostopolis
54 Bates Ave.
Mechanical Engineering
Student Council, Select Chorus
“Never underestimate the power of Oz.”

Alex Funicello-Paul
Funt
24 Wood Cove Dr.
Engineering
Sleep
“Live life on the edge.”

Kathryn M. Gallagher
Katy, Kate, Shooter
Somewhere in Coventry
Vet Tech.
Training/riding horses
“My dreams aren’t as empty as my conscience seems to be.”

Ronald Brian Gallant Junior
Ronnie G., Serious Ron
43 Lionel Ave.
Unsure
Freshman Baseball 9, Varsity Baseball
“Our lives are not measured by the breaths we take but by the moments that take our breath away.”

Sarah Goldomb
Sahara barhitiates, Wanda, Steau, Snapperellis
1108 Main St.
Getting paid to sit there . . .
WCCY, Bistro, Guitar ensemble
“I’ll find a way!”

Raquel Gonzalez
Quel
1 Hill St., Hope, RI
Cosmetology

Carl Patrick Gough
Fat Carl
2 Whitter Dr.
Teen mentor
Swing dance, concert choruses
“When life hits you hard, hit it back even harder.”

Jasmine Elizabeth Greene
Jazzy, Jazzmin
735 Whaley Hollow Rd.
Elemental Education
“Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get.”

Jessica Lynn Gleaves
25 Stone Mountain Ln.
Undecided
Chorus, Dance, Art
“If you can’t dazzle them with brilliance, dazzle them with ignorance.”

Kristen Michelle Guerin
Kris, Kay, Squirtin, DK
3 White Oak Court
Nursing
Dance Team 9-12, NHS 11-12, Advisory Board 12
“Stop tip to tap to tap...what a silly question!”

Calla Ann Halpin
Kay
34 Log Bridge Rd.
Fashion designer and owning a daycare
Gymnastics 9-12, Peer Meditation 12, Football Station 12
“What’s living if you never pull your shorts down and slide on the ice.”

Jessica Lynn Hamilton
Jestin, Jessy B form the Hood!
415 Hopkins Hill Road
Personal shopper in NYC
Yearbook 12 and shopping (forever!)

Nile Scott Hawver III
Dr. Nile Scott Hawver III esq.
364 Hopkins Hill Road
Anythings on Stage
Drum Club, Concert Band, Select Chorus, Jazz Band
“Viva la vie Boheme!”

Kayla Ann Heath
PITF, Kay, K, Crozz
78 Franklin Road
Elemental Education
Cross Country, Indoor track, Outdoor track, Student Council, Swing dance
“Life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get.”

Felix Hebert III
Jake, Hebe
1600 Hill Farm Road
Politics and Business
Soccer, Wrestling the past 4 years
“I always come late to school, but it’s a mystery.

Kayla Hazel Hennett
Kazel, Gizzmo, Kayla, Babby, Kaylie, Gaylynn
121 LaColle Lane
I change my mood every day
Basketball, Cheerleading, KC AM-12-10
“Just a long strange trip it’s been.”

David Izzo
Izzo
13 Kingswood Dr.
Computer engineer/Engineer
Baseball and being awesome
“I wish I was a planet.”

Daniel Paul Hete
Dany
25 Grant Drive
Undecided
Football 9-11, Wrestling 9
“The truth is in my eyes because my eyes don’t lie.”

Thomas Alan Menacluc Holland
Koar
31 Stone Street
Computer, metal band
Band - Black zombies
“We are the roaches, rise to power.”

Amanda Hood
Mandy
62 Gervais St.
Elementary School Teacher
“Perfect... Well not entirely perfect.”

Craig Bernard Houle
MADDOG G-Money, the Gyro, Vash the Stumpede
5 Bow Street
Acting, music, or pro wrestling
“Be true to yourself, love who you are, and live life to its fullest extent.”

Megan Howard
Megatons
7 Oak Street
Stop and Shop
“Peace,” “Everything happens for a reason.”

Nora R. Ibrig
Rachel, Rach
11 Yale Drive
Guitars
ARGTC 9-12, Drill team 9
What a long strange trip it’s been.

Deedra LaRie Beach
Deedee, Drawery, Deedee, Digger
20 Manning Ln.
Maybe teaching
“After the 10-1, the 11, Yearbook 11
“It’s all about the nights you never remember with the friends you’ll never forget when you wake up in the morning wearing jeans.”

Dan Kenyon
Mike
712 Twin Brook Ln.
“If God closes a door then find an open window and climb through it.”

Rosanne Nicole Izoo
Rose, Rosa, Mother Theresa
1400 Maple Valley Road
Undecided
Wind Ensemble 9-11, Jazz ensemble 11-12, Indoor Track 12, Foreign Language 11-12
“The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing.”

Benjamin Izzo
1044 Maple
Medical Valley Road
Ninja Art
“Where will you be in a hundred years from now?”

Alacie Nicole Jacques
Ali, Alice, Peanut head
13 Fieldstone Drive
Elementary education
Varity football/competitive cheerleader 9, DECA 11-12, NHS 11-12, Social Committee 9-11
“I feel bad for short people, you know. When it rains, they’re last to know.”

Michelle Jacques
Geeter
135 Pilgrim Ave, apt 29
Veterinarian
Reach out
“People think who they know everything are a great annoyance to those of us who don’t!”

Amy Lynn Krajewski
Arnes, Lynn, piggy named Snaflipagus
957 Fish Hill Rd.
Whatever I’ll be, I’ll be a good one.
“Don’t hate those who have caused you pain, it was them who taught you to appreciate love.”

Erica Jeanne KwaRzik
15 Regent St.
Veterinarian
“Whether you can believe you can do a thing or believe you can’t, you are right.”

Kaney Ford
104 Peckham Ln.
Mechanical Engineer
Carpentry, auto repair
“Someone has always got it worse.”

Laure Ashley Laboissonnier
Lau, Lu
2 Pinehurst Rd.
Kindergarten teacher, nurse
Swimming 9-12, Advisory 11-12, DECA secretary 12
“The sun will shine, the rain will fall, and in the end you may end up burnt or wet, but it’s life... so dance in the puddles and at the end of the day smile.”

Aimee Laboissiere
1708 Flint River Rd.
Criminal Justice
Dance
“Everything is ok in the end so if everything is not ok then it’s the end.”

Ashley Lachance
110 Vieho Ln., apt 11B
Social Worker
Swing Dance 10-12
“A car with wheels will take you further than one without.”

Kasey Patarene
Victoria R. Lesieur
Vicki
5 Reddington St.
"Third grade teacher
Student Council 9-12, Tennis 10-12,
SADD 11, Foreign Language Club 12
"Life is just a mirror, and what you see
out there, you must first see inside yourself."

Joseph Lesquesque
Joc, Joblick
27 Varenne Rd.
"Run my own business"

Kimberly Lina
Kim
22 Corte Drive
Chorus teacher
Select chorus
"Life is a little like toast. Sometimes it's
burnt, sometimes it's buttered, and
sometimes it's fresh, but we just have to
move on with our lives."

Sarah Loraner
7 Johnson Blvd.
Accountant
"What is life without the damage of
love?"

Eric Lund
Tek, Shrek, Lunchbox
3757 Flat River Rd.
Manufacturing technology

Jamie Lynch
Jenny Neutron, James, Jimbo
8 Carbom St.
First grade teacher
"Hey, Laura, still having fun with
Venny?"

Laura Michelle Lyon
42 Azonia St.
Interior decorator
"Dance as though no one is watching you,
love as though you have never been
burnt before, sing as though no one can
hear you, live as though heaven is
Earth."

Christine Lyons
Chris
11 Jade Rd.
High school English teacher, Special Ed
English teacher
ROTC, ROTC Honors Drift
"Our lives begin to end the day we
become silent about things that don't
matter." - Martin Luther King Jr.

Meghan Kathryn MacAndrew
Meg, Big Mac, Megdo
10 Viola St.
Teacher
"Being lazy (9-12)
"Just love it AHAHAHA"

Thomas MacGregor, Jr.
Tom
19 Holmes Rd.
chill

Cory Stephen Manley
Fresh
63 Remington Farm Rd.
Varsity Hockey, DECA, NHS
"Only the strongest survive."

Cory Stephen Manley
Fresh
63 Remington Farm Rd.
Engineer
Varsity Hockey, DECA, NHS
"Only the strongest survive."

Nina Marold
6 Lorraine Ave.
Art education / Studio Art
"Everyone is looking for that line, the
line between continuance and the
troubled mind of genius." - Jennifer
Turner

Hannah Marshall
Hannah Basset, Ghetto, Hannah cakes
237 Pig Hill Rd.
Personal Shopper in NYC
"Is that a fat joke?" "Crusty...like a
straw?"

Derek Robert Maineneau
Will Scarp
132 Main St.
None
Hanging
"Today's another day we gotta struggle
to survive goin' through hard times."

Bryan Mateau
Bri
1310 Hurley Hill Rd.
Mechanic
None
"Wanna go for a ride?"

Erik Stephen Materia
Skink
17 Kelly Lane
None
"That which does not kill me, only makes
me stronger."

Meghan Barbara Matteson
Meggie, Megs, Shalon, Little Jewish
Princess
17 Sugar Maple Dr.
"We'll see when I get there.
Living life to the fullest (9-12)
Team (9-12) Advisory Board (9-12)
"There's a bit of insanity in dancing
that does everybody a great deal of good."

Melinda Mattos
Mindy, Shorty, Mindy-windy
14 Englewood Rd.
Spanish teacher
Student Council 9, 10, 11 Treasurer; 12
Recording Secretary
"Never borrow from today because
tomorrow is never promised.

Sibbhan Lee Mayo
Phyll, PT, Cherry
64 Knotty Oak Shores
Navy, Accountant
President of DECA
"Think before you act...my pappa

Jessica Lynn McCaughey
Jess, Frank, "Betty Crocker"
1615 Flur River Rd.
December

Varisty Softball, The Entry, NHS
"Sometimes, there are no timeouts, no
second chances, it's then or never."

Nikolas James Metzger
Nik
400 Goldfinch Dr. apt 402
Cryptological Linguistics
Coventry Chapter DECA
"If only they could see the me inside. I
don't want anyone who doesn't want
me."

Bruce Michael
21 White Oak Rd.
Married Money
WFY 9-11, Model UN 9-11, Drama
11-12
"Sometimes it's hard to keep momentum
when it's you're following."

Elizabeth Margaret Mokaba
Liz
14 Centennial St.
Volleyball 9-12, NHS(VP) 11-12, Tennis
11, Foreign Language Club 11-12
"The best thing about the future is that it
comes only one day at a time." - Abe
Lincoln

Jacqueline Nancy Mokaba
Jackie, Jack, Jack, Jachita, Ricky, Bean
14 Centennial St.
Spanish Teacher
Volleyball 9-12, Social Committee 11-12,
NHS 11-12
"Don't try to be a great person; just try
to be a good person. And if you can
succeed at being a good person, then
you have found greatness."

Jillian Morelli
Jill, Jilbhan
5 Oak Court
Nursing
Chorus 9-10
"Life is like a box of chocolates, you
never know what you're gonna get."

William F. Morracco Jr.
21 Moss Ln.
Mech and firefighter or pro skater
Skate Boarding, Video Games, and
Playing Guitar
"Courage comes from a reserve of mind
more powerful than outside
circumstances."

Kerry Melissa Murphy
Kel, Murphy, Iren
21 Watercrest Ct.
Still devising a plan on how to answer
my career plan question
Concert Band 9-11, Radio 10-12
"Life is Funny."

Rachel A. Nadeau
Rach, Rae, Rachela, Rachelle-poo-poo
1786 Flat River Rd.
Self-employed in the arts, or writing, or
maybe theatre... something creative.
Drama Club, Band, Internet, Yearbook,
Model Leg.
"Love is love, nothing more, nothing less.

Ryan Nolan
Fang
123 Windsor Park Dr.
Owner of the Chinese buffet
Chillin' with friends
"Something that doesn't right with you
and will always be there when you need
it."

Lindsay Norton
Norty, Lindy
12 Gal Jr.
Interior Designer
Cross country, student council
"A true friend is someone who will
listen to you when you are at your
worst."

Lika Oberlander
Sneak Pack, Lisa
26 Merris St.
Pharmacist
Honor Society 11-12, the "I love food"
club, fulltime rock and high roller society,
"I'm so happy because today I found
my friends, They're in my head." - Kurt
Cobain.
Courtney Saccocia
19 Hancock Drive
Nursing
National Honor Society
"It's not about the tears we cry, it's about how hard we try"
Ten Years From Now...

Tracy Ann Abrue: Own my own day care and live in Pawtucket.
Jonah Alley: Somewhere warm with lots of girls in bikinis.
Kelsie Marissa Adams: Living in a penthouse in LA, dating an actor I met while filming my Oscar winning movie.
Dominique R. Andrews: I will be teaching.

Candice Bares: Raising my family.
Matthew Beaudoin: I will have a good job, a family, and a house.
Elizabeth Virginia Bell: Happily married with children, still in high school, this time teaching though.
Trina Marie Bell: Happily married with a family, and my restaurant will be well on its way.
Amanda Beth Bernston: Hitch-hiking across Europe...!
Stephanie Berthiaume: Somewhere...

Lindsay M. Bertrand: Living the easy life in Cali...
Ashley Bettencourt: I’ll be contently living with my husband in a fixer-upper set back on a hill somewhere with a daughter already and a belly showing a two month pregnancy.
Ashley Lynn Beverly: Living in Denver, Colorado with a family.
Melissa Sue Brayton: In a house, married, and serving best friends wedding.
Jacob Jerome Blais: Married? Dancing on the street for quarters.
Krista Lee Boss: Married with kids and a career.
Justine Boucher: Winning over the corporate world in my power suit while saving for my pink dream Cadillac and anxiously writing for the reunion.
Josh Brackett: “The coal mines of Virginia, diggin’ up stones.
Samantha Lynn Brassard: Still chillin’ with the S.S. and having endless “late nights” at Mary’s.
Dustin Brown: A successful business man in a large estate, married to Sarah Loranger.
Maria Cambio: I will be teaching English to high school students, and I will also be deeply involved in theater.
Rachel Nadeau: I will be living out my dreams, whatever they become with a happy future insight.
Jenée Campbell: I'll still be chillin’ with the same friends.
Krystle Caparco: Working on the street with Megan.
Phillip Carla: Eating lobster and drinking wine in my own vineyard in Southern California.
Stacey Catanzerio: Still partying with Jenn and looking for love in all the wrong places.
Stefania Ceroni: Living in my Italian villa, married and very happy.
Erin Champagne: Graduated from Tufts University, married and starting my own business.
Joseph Cilento: Chillin’ in my upscale house, watchin’ FRESH play for the Leafs on the big screen, and playing pool or poker with my boys from Coventry.
Ten Years From Now...

Ashley Cohen: Still with the S.S. having memorable “late nights” at Mary’s.
Stephanie Copass: Teaching little kids, still happy and enjoying life.
Zachary Corbell: The ten year reunion.
Ashley Lynn Cornell: Married, living on the beach and driving the BMW my husband bought.
Adam Corriveau: Living a happy life.
Sarah Costa: Probably teaching somewhere and I’ll be eating my favorite Thai dish every night!
Amanda Cournoyer: Trying to get through a day of teaching on four cups of coffee because I had a gig the night before.
Lauren Coyne: Dancing in NY and hanging with the connection.
Corey Creamer: Rich, skateboarding, and still kicking it with my band!
Carolyn Crist: Legal.
Shana Curley: Still doing late night stalkings with my girls.
Justine Mary Danzer: Teaching and having a family.
Stephanie K. DaSilva: Out of Rhode Island
Shawn Dawson: Cruising in my 98 Toyota Corolla to the Green Dolphin Hotel and drinking a double gulp with my buds....and I’ll be married to a female down.
Christina DeFaria: Ill be a RN working at a hospital full time and maybe have a family of my own.
Matthew Robert Delory: Still having our crappy throw together afternoon soccer games with Donnelly and Rossi.
Nicole Elizabeth Della: Rich and happily married.
John R Desmerais: Hopefully in the State Police Academy.
Alex Armando Dias: Flying
Bryan DiOrio: Married and living in California while writing cheesy columns for GQ.
Nicholas DiPirro: Certainly not in Mexico living under the name Senior Wolfgang that’s for sure.
Andrew James Donlon: As far away Eric Arnolds as possible.
Johnathon Dorian: Probably be at a party chillin’ with my friends.
Toni DuBau: Hopefully out of college, with a good job and my own house. But who knows...
Matthew James Duffy: Living in a peaceful neighborhood as a writer or a teacher and being happy and loving life.
Daniel E. Dugan: Anywhere but here.
Danielle Dryer: Wherever life takes me, hopefully I’ll be happy and surrounded by people I love.
Corinne Facker: Happily married to Dave living together and starting a family.
Ashley Folk: Hanging out with L-unit, working at a huge company, and still acting crazy.
Ashley Fallon: Working hard as a physical therapist to pay off student loans, and still spending my summers cruisin’ RI for coffee and having long chats with my girls.
Stephanie Fay: Searching for happiness.
Joshua Fecteau: Anywhere but here!
Brett Ferruccio: In Fort Lauderdale, driving my Ferrari, where else?

Continued...

Chuck Forsythe: On a “Little Ride.”
Sean Foster: Building custom car audio and sound affects for Kierce Systems.
Alex Funicello-Paul: Mexico.
Kathryn M. Gallagher: Chillaxin’ with my boy on our farm in Colorado
Ronald Brian Gallant, Jr.: In Jamaica doing the same thing that I do here.
Jennifer Gauthier: I will be living with Josh. We will be married and in a big mansion far away from here.
Laura Marie Gavrin: hopefully making lots of money!
Kenney Erik Girard: Married to my girlfriend in our own house with a baby girl or boy.
Tiffany Giusti: I don’t know...my career plan isn’t predicting the future.
Julie Glater: Ask me again in ten years...
Jessica Lynn Gleavey: Not here (hopefully)
Sarah Golomb: Teaching in health class with Kel...and saving the world.
Raquel Gonzalez: Chillin’ at a hair salon and working.
Carl Patrick Gough: On tour being a country singer.
Jasmine Elizabeth Greene: 27, successful teacher, not living with parents, and hopefully in a serious relationship, ready to finally get married.
Caitlin Ann Halpin: Living in NYC with my own fashion line and my perfect guy.
Jessica Lynn Hamilton: Not in Coventry!
Nile Scott Hawver: Finishing up the last week of my latest play; coming home to my lovely painter/dancer wife.
Kayla Ann Heath: Married, still keeping in touch with my closest friends and still running on my own.
Kayla Hazel Henault: Chillin with Joel in Penn. trying to stay out of trouble...
Daniel Paul Hetu: Chillin’ at my crib.
Thomas Alan Melnickski Holland: Dead, or with my girlfriend in apartment working on my race car.
Amanda Hood: Still in Coventry, married to Jon and still driving the TEMPO!
Craig Bernard Houle: Famous with my newly formed rock band or becoming the WWE champion.
Megan Howard: Working on the street with Krystle.
Felix Hebert, III: Livin’ in the city somewhere, either a box or a penthouse...depending on what happens in between.
Nora R. Ibrig: Living with my three best friends and owning a chain of clubs.
Benjamin Izzo: I don’t know.
David Izzo: Ownin’ some bots, married to Nadia Eisa.
Rosanne Nicole Izzo: Inspiring people to love for something greater than themselves.
Continued...

Michelle Jacques: Married to my loving husband and moving on with my life and career.
Alicia Nicole Jacques: Teaching and married with a family... hopefully 5th, 2nd.
Deedra Lanie Keach: Not here, but pushing Ash Maher in a wheelchair asking Billy if he wants a cocktail living happily with Joe M.
Daniel Kenyon: Maine...
Amy Lynn Krajewski: Wherever life and love take me. What's the fun in knowing that right now?
Erica Jeanne Krawzik: I'll be living overseas in Ireland and have Ph.D. in veterinary medicine.
Corey Kuzela: Married happily with no kids, my own house, and a Lexus IS300.
Laura Ashley Laboissoniere: Happily married, teaching, swimming with the dolphins, having fun and crazy nights with Heather and of course, still shopping!
Aimee Laboa基石e: Hopefully living in Florida near the beach.
Ashley Lachance: Married to Ryan, living with my goats.
Alexander Steven LaFazio: Working in a restaurant or having my own.
Erin Lea Langlois: Boston, Livin the life, still partying, spending cash, and various forms of cooking.
James Laprey: Hopefully a successful architect.
Nicole Lavoie: Hangin out with the same crew and eventually getting married.
Jessica Maria Lawton: Travelling around the world and fulfilling my dreams as I await the Oprah years.
Ashley Laurin Leveillee: In ten years, I will be married to Mario, we’ll have our own house and we will have one child.
Victoria R. Leseur: Teaching elementary education.
Sarah Loranger: Hopefully a successful accountant married to Dustin Brown.
Eric Lund: married to Ashley and living somewhere in Coventry.
Jamie Lynch: Still living at home milking money from my daddy.
Laura Michelle Lyon: Living far, far away from Coventry.
Christine Lyons: Married with my white picket fence house, a dog and my kids.
Meghan MacAndrew: Happily married with a family living in a cute little house that has a full ‘fridge.
Thomas MacGregor Jr.: I don’t know.
Cory Manley: Cash money on the World Poker Tour.
Danielle Marcotte: Have my own clothing line or something like that and married to Will.
Nina Marold: Up to my elbows in clay.
Hannah Marshall: In a huge mansion with a rich, sexy guy. Shopping everyday of my life, never having to work.
Derek Martineau: I don’t know, I can’t predict the future.
Bryan Mateau: Still talkin’ our little ‘rides’ with Biobhan and harrassin’ the PoPos.
Erik Mattera: Somewhere far away from Coventry getting paid.

Meghann Matteson: Frolicking in the fields with the butterflies and fairies.
Melynda Mattos: Hopefully happily married to a wonderful guy with two or three kids and a good career, still living next to Steph.
Siobhan McCaffrey: Married to Geoff Sinnott Jr. with little athletic children.
Jessica McCaughy: Following my dreams, with a career, the start of a family and my best friends by my side.
Nikolas Metzger: Back in California, or at least not in RI, makin’ bucks.
Jesse Michael: On a yacht in the French River with my Eighty-year-old billionaire wife.
Elizabeth Mokaba: Paying the bills with Jackie’s money.
Jacqueline Mokaba: Livin’ la vida loca… and supporting Liz.
William Morace, Jr.: Hopefully at my jobs and married but whoever knows. I live my life days at a time.
Jillian Morelli: Hopefully graduated from college and just hanging out having a good time.
Kelly Murphy: Driving around the country still trying to find a place as boring as Coventry.
Rachel Nadeau: In ten years I will be engaged in a meaningful life with a future full of adventure.
Ryan Noel: A poor fat alcoholic that works at a tire factory.
Lindsey Norton: I will be twenty-seven and not living in Rhode Island.
Lisa Oberlander: Still hanging out with my girls, acting crazy and working at a pharmacy.
Amy O'Brien: Swimming in a pool of money.
D anelle Olivier: Sitting in CHS's music office, in my own chair, feet elevated, finally able to truly answer the phone saying “music.”
Katey Osman: Probably sitting at home having just received my invite to my ten year reunion wondering what I was thinking about when I wrote this.
Jessica Lynn Pacheco: Sitting at Dunkin having the usual coffee talk with the girls.
Katherine Emily Patauau: Married to an old man eg the Pretender boy do I love jowls.
Elizabet Barrett Patnode: Still taking it day by day with a smile.
Robert Matthew Paul: Married to my beautiful wife, living my career firefighting, owning a 76 Corvette stingray and a Harley Davidson.
Kaitlyn Pelletier: In 10 years, I will be an elementary teacher in RI.
John Peloquin: A hermit living in the Jutland Wastes.
Vanessa Lynn Pepin: Married to Nik, one or two kids and still going. Best friends with Steph, loving hockey every Friday night.
Crystal N. Perreault: Partyin with my best buds, hopefully engaged, still mad about senior privileges.
Cassandra Petronia: Dancing far away from here.
Rebecca Ann Petrara: Walking alone the path that He made for me.
Jessica Petti: In 10 years, a bus monitor.
Donna Jean Phillips: Out of college and living the life I love to have. Being a zoologist and having the time of my life.
Breann Elise Plant: Still hanging with the “B” group and making fun of MTV.
Brittany Lynn Plante: Laying under the palm trees, living my life the way I should.
Nathaniel James Nightingale Poullot: In 10 years, I will be married, have a steady job as a popo and have two children.
Leah Marie Powers: Have a family and probably be in the army.
Brandi Lee Provencer: I will marry Bill with one kid, and still talking with the “B” group in the morning.
Kelly-Sue Quaranta: Still hangin’ with the “B-Group,” the Violas, Kim, married to Keith and hangin’ with everyone else.
Karen Quinn: I’ll be seven months pregnant but Ashlee will steal my thunder when she announces her own pregnancy.
Lisa Rabbit: Climbing Mount Everest.
Brianna Raposa: Lying on the beach on a deserted island with my wonderful husband and two beautiful children.
Michelle Raposa: Graduated from college with a good paying job, maybe planning for a family and of course still hanging with the ol’ crew.
Amanda Richardson: Finished with college majoring in Communications, out of RI and living in California by the beach or NY in a huge apartment still hanging out with Michelle.
Chelsea Ricks: Filthy rich and loving it. After winning the lottery five times.
Sarah Riones: Working in the field and living with my boyfriend.
Thomas Roccio: Owning my own import car shop.
Jeremy Rogers: Who knows, I have ten years to get there.
Vanessa Rogers: Snuggled up with my husband and kids on a lazy Sunday morning, reading the“Funnies” and letting the warm sun leak into our lives.
Michael Rossi: Working for NASA or a private company designing spacecrafts.
Rachel Rossi: Who knows, I try to live life a day at a time and seize the opportunities as they come.
Robert Rossi, Jr.: Still playing soccer with Delory and Donnelly whenever we get the chance.
Kevin Roalves: Having fun being twenty-seven.
Brianna Russotti: A rich architect and married living in my dream house driving my 760 Li BMW.
Sarika Saran: Have a good job and traveling the world
Shannon Sanita: Happily married with a son, living in a beautiful home, driving a BMW.
Michael James Scambly: I will be where I am, doing what I’m doing, living where I live, in the slightly distant future.
Shana Schloth: Having the time of my life
Melissa Scungio: Happily in love with the man of my dreams! Still smiling
Kevin Sezbda: At dinner, chances are it’ll be chicken.
Sajel Shah: Lost...not found... in my world of Guess, Gucci, & great things in general- all on Oprah.
Jonathan Shank: Finishing the last of my schooling and hopefully moving to Montana.
Stephanie Shock: Still living next door to Mindy, happily married with kids and a great teaching job.
Geoffr Sinnot: I will be with my children, watching my wife Siobhan in the MLS.
Caitlin Skene: Married to the man of my dreams living a wonderful life.
Kaleigh Slavin: Somewhere living it up with Jess, Laura, and whoever else decides to show up.
Caitlin Smith: Good Question...
Nicole Smith: In my 5000,000 dollar house that’s next to Miami Beach, drinking pina coladas, wondering how much more money my restaurant is making.
Damian Smitt: I will be in places unknown.
Brad Southard: Having Ideas so smart my head would explode.
Emily Stamp: Maybe starting a family and a career, maybe still acting like a kid.
Jamie-Marie Staystork: Finished college, have a job, gotten married, started a family, and living somewhere else.
Heather Stephen: Swimming the English Channel...
Jessica St. John: Sitting at Dunkin’ having a coffee talk with the girls who are...
Albert Stafford: Not in Coventry
Chad Saucier: Hopefully Married with kids
Kerri St. Jean: Out of College and already married
Ashley Tefft: In ten years I hope to be far along in my career and have a family of my own.
Kimberly Tetuall: Married and just chillin’ with friends and still fighting over Alan w/ Siobhan.
Kayla Terox: Producing records for major labels, writing novels and kids books, and making plans to open my own record label.
Heather Thornley: Married to my baby, Poncho, partying and touring w/ mits and Hops, PEACE girls!
Janice Toceo: Married to the love of my life, David, working at a hospital, working on my commercial pilot license.
Ashley Tordoff: Married with two kids, and teaching teenager just like us.
Ted Tracy: Coaching volleyball here at CHS.
Heather Tucker: Happily married, teaching English, and still having crazy and wild nights with Lu.
John Twinney: Living in RI somewhere part of East Providence, or Providence fire fighting.
Charles Tyce: Married to my girlfriend, living in Narragansett and buying her a BMW.
Kevin Urwin: Married and having a very successful job.
Ashlie Valladiers: Married to my boyfriend Gregory Allen Smith.
Melissa Valler: Married with kids and in the FBI.
Heather Vasques: Near the ocean, teaching high school math, anywhere but here.
Kimberly Verney: Hopefully owning my own business.
Sarah Vocelle: I’ll be having a good time, still smiling.
Kayla Wadell: Anything can happen in ten years, but I see friends, family, and Infinity G35, and a whole lot of palm trees.
Ryan Weston: Working as a businessman and working for my uncle.
Lindsey Weremay: Doing my job and making money.
Ryan White: In my house lounge on my couch watching T.V. and relaxing- stress free.
Sean Wiedahl: Leading a kayaking group down class 5 rapids.
Eric Wiesner: Sitting on the beach, while my side job, “Wiesner’s Weiners” is rolling in the money.
Wesley Young: A licensed architect, living and working in a major city.
Junior Class

As the class of 2006 became upperclassmen, we were introduced to another stage in our High School lives. This year, we took the PSATs, which were offered to both juniors and sophomores by the Coventry School District for the first time. Some also took the SATs in the Spring, which made them the first ones to take the new SATs that were recently created. Meanwhile, this was the first year that some of us became involved in the Vocational Technical Program at our school. Other Juniors chose certain classes that they believe will help them to pursue their professions. Essentially, all of us are beginning to plan for the future that we will embark once we graduate from high school.

In addition to getting our driving permits and licenses, this was the year in which we attended Winter Ball with our fellow seniors, whom we will be bidding farewell on Class Day. However, it is great to add that we were the first Junior Class to beat the Senior Class in the Homecoming Float Contest in over ten years. Winning with the theme of Polar Express, the Junior Class secured an honorable reputation for our students. In addition, many of us danced the night away at the Junior Prom. As Juniors, we were given new opportunities never dealt with before, which allowed us to learn more about our school and ourselves. As many of us look forward to our Senior Year, we move on with many memories and experiences that take part in developing our characters.

Junior Class Officers

Class Advisor
Mrs. Kelly

Class President
Cassandra Cordeiro

Class Executive Board
Jenny Lau, Danielle Sutton, Danielle Baker, Amanda Calise and Jessica Slezczowski

Social Committee
Alissa Cafferky, Christopher Beaudoin, Lindsey Andrews, Kyle Printer, Melinda Maudlin, Nadia Eisa, Erica Watson, Katelyn Fletcher, Ashley Reyes, Erica Rapiti, Ashley Buglio, Brooke Dawson, Kayla Ocarson, and Jenny Sinnott
How does she do it? Another "touching but not" for Mary Barden while the boys look on in desperation.

Shayna Prior and Michaela Cady stop to take a picture.

Jennell Danzer smiles as she goes through the day with her busy schedule.

Robert Diehl, Ryan Partridge and Alexander Mackintosh are studying hard for a huge test they have next period.
Matthew Benjamin sneaks in the picture with Stephen Griffith as Stephen dreams of winning his next track meet.

Samantha Williams and Trisha Johnson are playing it cool! Meanwhile David Daniels freaks out to find out that this picture will be in the yearbook.

Katrina Abraham was smiling away because she was finally going home after a long day of working hard.

Jonathan Steenbergen, Kevin Dunn and David Puchta hanging out in the hallway.
Benjamin Deonelly
Trevor Dorches
Michael Drew
Lauren Duarte
Rachel Duda
Kevin Dunn

Robert Dudley
Lee Eastman
Nadia Elia
Eli Ellis
Lauren Emmons
Anthony Enriz

Joseph Fatiola
Christopher Fazian
Derek Fecteau
Megan Feridy
Lauren Ferrante
Danielle Ferreira

Maggie Ferris
Richard Ferri
Jennifer Fene
Ashley Ferrucci
Britney Finnessian
Amanda Flennard

Nicholas Flumm
Katelyn Fletcher
Trevor Flint
Kevin Flynn
Tyler Fontaine
Christina Fortin

Kyle Fournier
Benjamin Fraz
Robert Fraser
April Frenette
Kyle Fried
Casey Fyffe

Josh Galligan
Isabella Gavio
Stephen Gardiner
Jason Garland
Kerri Geur
Alex Gardell

Michaela Gildea
Alisha Gillard
Heather Gunnet
Kehina Giusti
Jessica Gilroy
Carlos Godinez

Eliss Gonsales
Hillary Gorton
Joshua Goulde
Chelsa Goethberg
David Govern
Kimberly Grace

Nicholas Groomer
Justin Graham
Brandi Grandchamp
Tiffany Graves
Michael Grekowicz
Steven Griffith

Christine Simas is trying to finish her essay for English during homeroom.

Joyce Ballerine and Stephanie Barns pause in the hallway to take a picture for yearbook.

Scott Nelson and Adam Richards are chillin' in the hallway while Greg Turner jumps into their arms.

Kristen Ricciardelli cracks up during lunch.
Sophomore Class

Bell rings uh-oh! We’re late for school again and this year excuses are no longer accepted. Get ready for another fun fulfilled year of dances, homework, tests, and the everyday ups and downs of high school life. School is so redundant and at times tedious however, we all know that we must toughen up and get through it.

This year has gone by so fast and now its time for us to soon become the upper classmen. Throughout our years at Coventry we have seen “people”, the people that looked so big on that first day of school freshmen year and now, we are those “people” and we will be looked up to from freshmen to come. It is now our time to shine. We must give these next two years our best shot because before we know it we will be going to college and whom you sat with at lunch or whom you went out with no longer matter. Long term goals and planning for the future will become our number on priority.

Although, at times high school may seem hard you just have to learn get up and try again. “I’d like to get away from earth awhile, And then come back to it and begin over. May no fate willfully misunderstand half grant, And me what I wish and snatch me away; not to return. Earth’s the right place for love; I don’t know where it’s likely to go better.” - Robert Frost

Sophomore Class Officers

Class President
Chelsea Cornell

Class Executive Board
Beth Papa, Amie Olivier, Amiee Belanger

Social Committee
Sam Struebing, Kailin Jonhson, Dana Prout, Maura Ryan
Tori, Katie, Emily, Brea, and Leah all at lunch hanging out and showing their smiles.
Patrick lets see those pearly whites.

I guess AJ really wants Missy's coke.
Jadyn, Aimee, Ali, Missy, and Jon stand in formation for this candid shot.

Megan, Kayla, Alyssa, and Emily show us what true friendship means.
THE SCHOOL AT A GLANCE
Freshman Class History

On August 30, 2004, many of us entered these hallways not knowing what to expect. For example, would we like our classes and teachers, get lost every five minutes, or be parted from our closest friends? We suffered crowded hallways, confusion, jammed lockers, and of course the upper classmen. Eventually, after the first couple of weeks, we began to get the hang of the High School atmosphere. We no longer worried about getting lost among the first and second floor or being late to classes.

As the year progressed, the Freshman Class was involved with their first Homecoming Parade and dance. At the parade we brought the cartoon "Charlie Brown" to life. Later that year we enjoyed a fun night of dancing with our friends at our first semi-formal!

Many of us began to appreciate all the sports, clubs and activities the High School offered. Through these after school activities, we made many friends and felt a sense of belonging among them. Not only did we have our old friends; but new ones as well, to help us throughout these fun and difficult but rewarding years.

At the beginning of this year, we all started off with many different paths. Some took the most followed path, while others did not; some even began their own. We are all at the beginning, working our way through. No matter what we choose; we know we will all have to sometimes stop and think, even turn around and retrace our steps until we come to our final destination.
Freshman Class Officers

Freshman Advisor: Ms. Palumbo (left) and Ms. Carroll

President: Josh Zveika

Class Executive Board
from left: Amy Harris (treasurer), Alyssa Matteo (secretary), and Ascel Eid (Vice President)

Class Social Committee
From left: Short DeGradaide, Emily Whitsaker, Marina Lycchenko, Sarah Rubenstein, Samantha Anders, Ashley Doyle.
Oh no! Josh is attacking Martin.

The girls are having a good time talking after school.

Alicia Petruesca
Brittina Petruesca
Michael Petruesca
Matthew Petruesca
Jenelle Piche
Jason Perez

Cory Plante
Jordan Postler
Jessica Powell
Justin Powers
Justin Prata
Johanna Prata

Andrew Quinn
Stephen Rajotza
Kirsten Rassella
Joseph Ray
Kayla Rebombo
Robert Rebombo

James Reilly
Kurt Rehborn
Kyle Reynolds
Heather Richardson
Rachel Riley
Malaya Robinson

Joshua Robinselle
Natalie Rocha
David Rogers
Jessica Rogers
Joshua Rogers
Abby Rondeau

Erica takes time out of working on yearbook to pose for a picture.
"Change has a considerable psychological impact on the human mind. To the fearful it is threatening because it means that things may get worse. To the hopeful it is encouraging because things may get better. To the confident it is inspiring because the challenge exists to make things better."

~King Whitney Jr.

"A discovery is said to be an accident meeting a prepared mind."

~Albert von Szent-Gyorgi

"Aim for success, not perfection. Never give up your right to be wrong, because then you will lose the ability to learn new things and move forward with your life."

~Dr. David M. Burns

"They always say time changes things, but you actually have to change them yourself."

~Andy Warhol
The many faces of the Freshman Class!

"An understanding heart is everything in a teacher, and cannot be esteemed highly enough. One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant teachers, but with gratitude to those who touched our human feeling. The curriculum is so much necessary raw material, but warmth is the vital element for the growing plant and for the soul of the child."

—Carl Jung

Faculty

Kenneth DiPietro
Superintendent

Mr. Steven Knowlton
Principal

Dr. Vincent Hawkins
Assistant Superintendent

Michael Hobin
Vice Principal

Kenneth Swanson
Assistant Superintendent
of Unified Learning

George Egan
Vice Principal

Elizabeth Marquis
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“Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence.”

Robert Frost

“An education isn’t how much you have committed to memory, or even how much you know. It’s being able to differentiate between what you do know and what you don’t.”

Anatole France

“Education is what survives when what has been learned has been forgotten.”

B. F. Skinner

“Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one.”

Malcolm Forbes
“To me the sole hope of human salvation lies in teaching.”
- George Bernard Shaw
Talent, Competitive Edge, Sportmanship, Teamwork, and Spirit are the elements that make up the sports' teams at Coventry High School. In addition to being persistent and dedicated, all of the athletes at Coventry High work hard and play hard as well. While sports remain a crucial part in the lives of students at CHS, they also provide a source of discipline and social interaction for students. May the teams at CHS continue to improve and break school and state records.

GO OAKERS!
Football

2004 Coventry High Football Team

In the heat of the moment...

Notice the adoring crowd!
Wrestling

2004-2005 Coventry High Wrestling Team
SPORTS TRIVIA
Did You Know?

» Until 1937, the referee in basketball had to throw a jump ball after every basket.

» Until recently, a hockey goalie never wore a mask. By 1959, Jacques Plante, an NHL All-Star goalie, had accumulated a hairline fracture and 200 stitches. Flying pucks had broken his jaw, both cheekbones, and his nose. Fibreglass Canada worked with Plante to develop the first-ever hockey goalie mask. While he was wearing the mask, his team, the Montreal Canadiens, won the Stanley Cup for the third time.

» Up to 20,000 pounds of pressure per square inch may be absorbed by a pole vaulter on the joints of his tubular thigh bones when he lands.

» Using a graphite tennis racket reportedly helps prevent the onset of "tennis elbow.”

» Hockey word play: The letters in the name Jaromir (as in Jaromir Jagr of the Pittsburgh Penguins), when rearranged, spella Mario, Jr. (as in Mario Lemieux).

» P.O.T.U.S. Sports: U.S. President George Washington’s favorite sport was fox hunting; Abraham Lincoln’s was wrestling; Franklin D. Roosevelt’s was swimming; John F. Kennedy’s athletic passion was sailing; Richard M. Nixon’s was football; and Ronald Reagan’s favorite sport was horseback riding.

» A "shuttlecock" is a sharpshooter.

» A 27-inch-high silver America’s Cup holds no liquid—it is bottomless.

» A cowboy in a rodeo bull riding competition must hang on for eight seconds. The same applies to bareback bronco and saddle bronc events.

» A croquet ball weighs 1 pound.

» A female softball pitcher can throw the ball 70 miles per hour.

» A pro volleyball player can spike the ball at 60 miles per hour.

» A scrum is rugby’s equivalent of a hockey face-off, except that it involves all those playing the position of forward on both teams.

» According to a study, stock car fans are 64 percent more likely to buy a consumer good from a company that is a NASCAR sponsor than from a competitor that is not. Furthermore, NASCAR fans respond more favorably to a company logo on the hood of a supercharged car than to one on a billboard.

» According to research conducted a few years back, billiards champions have the highest average age of any sport, 35.6 years.

» According to the Detroit Free Press, 68 percent of professional hockey players have had at least one tooth removed.

» According to the Bicycle Helmet Safety Institute in Arlington, Virginia, about 1,000 American deaths each year are a result of bicycle accidents.

» According to the National Hockey League’s official rule book, an approved hockey puck must be made of vulcanized rubber or other approved material, measure 1 inch thick and 3 inches in diameter, and must weigh between 5 1/2 and 6 ounces.

» According to the National Hockey League’s official rule book, the home team is responsible for providing an adequate supply of official pucks which must be kept in a frozen condition. This supply of pucks must be kept at the penalty bench under the control of one of the regular on-ice officials.

» According to the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association, clothing with team logos accounts for 60 percent of licensed pro sports merchandise sales—45 percent of Americans own at least one item with a team logo on it.

» According to the U.S. Lawn Tennis Association, a tennis ball is supposed to bounce between 53 and 58 inches when it is dropped on concrete from a height of 100 inches. The concrete surface should be 4 inches thick.

» After his infamous 1997 ear-biting attack on Evander Holyfield, the Hollywood Wax Museum moved boxer Mike Tyson’s figure to the Chamber of Horrors—next to the figure of Dr. Hannibal Lecter (from The Silence of the Lambs).

» Akebono, the sumo wrestler superstar from Hawaii, weighs 516 pounds.

» Although two-time Olympic gold medalist Percy Williams is rightly recognized by many as one of Canada’s greatest athletes, he was twice beaten in the mid-1920s by Cyril Coufle. In 1922, Coufle ran the 100 yard dash in 9.6 seconds, tying the world record and setting a Canadian standard that wouldn’t be bettered for 25 years.

» American consumers were asked to vote for their favorite Wheaties champion of all-time. Wheaties celebrated its 75th anniversary in 1999 by re-releasing the original cereal packages honoring the Wheaties champions selected; the top ten vote recipients were Michael Jordan, Lou Gehrig, Babe Ruth, Mary Lou Retton, Tiger Woods, Cal Ripken, Jr., Walter Payton, John Elway, Jackie Robinson, and the 1980 U.S. Men’s Olympic Hockey Team.
Girls Tennis

The girls' tennis team played well and worked very hard this year. They made good sportsmanship a priority in each match they played, making their coach proud. They put in their best effort during practice everyday after school. The Seniors in this year's team were: Anna Yanko, Julia Glater, Casey Ryan, and Vicky Lessieur. They all set good examples and showed determination. Most of the Seniors played positions interchangeably, but predominantly played singles matches. Each were assets to the team. We look forward to the new players and a great season for the upcoming year!

Boys' Volleyball

After the Boys' Volleyball team made it to the State Championships last fall, the team is confident and determined to win the State Championships during the upcoming season of Spring 2005. Players return from last year and there are new ones who are joining as well. Good luck to the Boys' Volleyball team.

Team Photo
Back Row (L-R): Coach Sutyla, Alaura Allen, Lauren Ferrara, Aineana Carcieri, Julia Glater, Casey Ryan, Vicky Lessieur, Hannah Koski, Katrina Nacci, Jamie Nagle
Front Row (L-R): Christine DeMilia, Britney Norman, Emily Lefrrier, Lauren Gorry, Rose Bartholomew

Right: Pictured seniors Julia, Casey, and Vicky.
Left: Christine DeMilia waits to deliver her game-winning shot.
BOYS INDOOR TRACK

Considering the majority of the team was new, the Boys' Indoor Track team had a good year. We had to rely on young talent to go through the year. The team finished the regular season with a very respectable 5-3 record, only losing to the powerhouses of North Kingstown and Charlevoix, and barely losing to the Rogers.

The athletes performed consistently throughout the season. It was almost certain that certain athletes would score top 3 in each of the meets. David Daniels was consistent with placing in the hurdles and the high jump, while Cory Thayer was competitive in the 45-meter dash. Stephen Griffith was at the top for the 600 and sophomore Dan Gallagher usually won the 1500 and place high in the 1000. Meanwhile, sophomore Andrew Johnson finished in the Top 3 for the 3000 in every meet. In addition, it was amazing that freshman Kevin Patnode won Freshmen States after running his second 1500 and proceeded to place sixth in the Divisional Meet the following day. The athletes mentioned all qualified for States as well.

In addition, the team has many prospects for the future including David McArdle and David Clarkin, who are very competitive in the 300, 600, and 1000. According to Coach Merdinyan, it has been a pleasure for him to have had such a great group of individuals. The team was motivated and willing to learn and the coach looks forward to the next season with the new, strong foundation that the team has built.

Your Favorite Sports Moments...

Record your favorite sports moments and remember them for a lifetime.

And don't forget! This was the year when the Boston Red Sox won the World Series and the New England Patriots won the Superbowl.
Boys Cross Country

The 2004 Boy's Cross Country had a very successful season. After finishing third in the Southern Division, Coventry High School placed fifth in Class A Championships and eleventh in the State Championships.

The Boy's Cross Country team was led by Senior Captain Mike Ross, who received Academic All-State Honors. Junior Nick LaCroix received second Team All Division and third Team All Class Honors. Sophomore Andrew Johnson received first Team All Division and second Team All Class Honors. Johnson placed 25th in the State Championships, which qualified him for the New England Championships.

Left: Senior Captain Mike Ross.

Bottom:
Front Row: Pete Simonec, Dan Costa, Matt Camara, Mike Ross, Dave Puchta, Derek Olson, Chris LaColle, Coach Chris Warner
Back Row: John Lancelotta, Shaun Matta, Kyle Fournier, Nick LaCroix, John Cybolski, Kyle Pinter, Andrew Johnson, Kevin Flynn, Matt Scocca, Matt Benjamin

5 Great Sports Moments of the Past 25 Years...

1. Miracle on Ice (February 22, 1980)
In the semi-finals at the 1980 Winter Olympics, the US amateur hockey team was matched against the superior Soviet team, the four-time defending gold medal winners. The Soviets were dominant in all five of their division games, outscoring their opponents 51-11. Yet the Cinderella US squad stunned the Soviets 4-3, and as the clock wound down, sportscaster Al Michaels, in disbelief, roared "Do you believe in miracles? Yes!"

2. 62 and Beyond (September 8, 1998)
All season, Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa chased baseball's most revered record: Roger Maris' single season home run record of 61, set in 1961. On this September night, a sold-out Busch Stadium and a national TV audience watched as McGwire drove a Steve Trachsel pitch over the left-field wall in the fourth inning to break Maris' record. Capturing the imagination of baseball fans, McGwire and Sosa continued to jockey for the home-run crown in the season's final weeks, with McGwire finally setting the record.

3. The Catch (January 10, 1981)
Dwight Clark's leaping, fingertip catch in the waning seconds of the NFC Championship ignited the San Francisco 49ers dynasty in the 1980s. With the 49ers trailing the Dallas Cowboys 27-21 in the fourth quarter, the legend of quarterback Joe Montana was born that afternoon at Candlestick Park. On a third-and-three play from the Dallas six-yard line, Montana scrambled out of the pocket and lobbed the pigskin to the back of the end zone. Clark's catch and Ray Wersching's extra point gave the Niners a 28-27 victory.

4. Douglas KOs Tyson (February 11, 1991)
During a four-year reign of terror, Mike Tyson was the most feared heavyweight boxer in history. His fight against James "Buster" Douglas was considered a tune-up, with Douglas a heavy 35-1 underdog. Douglas, however, gained confidence throughout the fight, showing no signs of intimidation as he went toe to toe with Iron Mike. In the eighth round, Tyson floored Douglas with a thunderous uppercut. But Douglas recovered and landed a barrage of devastating blows that sent Tyson to the canvas in the 10th round. The referee stopped the contest, thus ending Tyson's aura of invincibility.

5. F-3 (October 26, 1986)
The Shea Stadium scoreboard flashed, "Congratulations, Red Sox," as the bottom of the 10th started with Boston leading 3-2 in Game Six of the World Series. But quicker than you can say "Bill Buckner," the New York Mets raced back to tie the game, setting up one of the most memorable blunders in sports history. In the sixth inning, Mets starting pitcher Ron Darling replaced Doyle Alexander with a two-run lead. Mets reliever Tug McGraw—a little roller up along first... behind the bag... it gets through Buckner! Here comes Knight! And the Mets win it!" The Mets took the series in seven, while Boston fans had another reason to lament the Curse of the Bambino.
Girls’ Soccer

The Lady Oakers soccer team completed a very successful season by finishing second in the division 2 state tournament. The lady’s finished with 15 wins and 4 losses. 3 of the losses came from the hands of the state championship team of Portsmouth.

Senior Siobhan McCaffrey led the way in scoring again with 19 goals and 18 assists, while senior Tiffany Giusti also continued her scoring with 13 goals and 3 assists. Sophomore Missy Kmon chipped in as the second leading scorer with 18 goals and 5 assists. The defense was led by Freshman Alyssa Peckham, Freshman Ashley Liese, Sophomore Beth Salvas, and Senior Ashley Bettencourt. Senior Beth Bell again led the way in goal posting 14 of the 15 wins. Sophomore Kelly Dussault also played goal in 6 games and earned her first varsity victory while only allowing three goals in six games.

The Oakers are losing seven seniors to graduation after having four very successful years. Seniors: Ashley Bettencourt, Ashley Cohen, Jessica Pacheco, Beth Bell, and captains Tiffany Giusti, Liz Patenaude, and three-time all state Siobhan McCaffrey. Best of luck to all of you.

Back row (L-R): Coach Daigneault, Siobhan McCaffrey, Ashley Cohen, Nicole Peckham, Andrea Narkiewicz, Alyssa Peckham, Ashley Liese, Ashley Bettencourt, Elizabeth Patenaude, Tiffany Giusti, Coach Buccaci

Front Row: (L-R): Kristina Giusti, Missy Kmon, Beth Salvas, Kathy Kline, Chelsea Creamer, Amy Alden, Jess Pacheco, Kelly Dussault

Bottom: Beth Bell

Team Seniors: Siobhan McCaffrey, Ashley Cohen, Ashley Bettencourt, Beth Bell, Jess Pacheco, Liz Patenaude, Tiffany Giusti

Above: Beth Bell gets ready to block the goal post. Above Right: Nicole Peckham dribbles the ball down the field, blocking her opponent. Bottom Right: Jess Pacheco passes the ball to her teammate.
BOY’S
SOCCER

The season always begins with nervous anticipation and a tremendous amount of hard work on August 20th each year. To their credit, these young men learned to balance their commitment to the team while achieving academic Honors, belonging to various clubs, and holding jobs in the community. Their commitments say everything about who they are as players and people.

Our Oakers Varsity Team competed throughout the Fall 2004 season against its Division I rivals. The highlights of our season were several upset victories over tough opponents such as Barrington and South Kingstown, when South Kingstown had just earned National ranking by defeating State Champions LaSalle Academy. However, South Kingstown’s glory was short-lived as their undefeated season was shattered by our 2-1 home win!

We all wish the best of luck to our departing teammates and hope they return as often as they can to cheer us on in future seasons. Keep up that running and remember those long, fun runs we shared while we were looking for houses along the water!

Coach Sturdahl

2004 Boys’ Varsity Soccer Team

2004 Seniors (L-R): Jerrry Jackman, Brent Mattson, Brandon Migliore, Jimmy Laprey, Cory Pontbriand, Jake Hebert, Shawn Whitehead, Jon Dorian, Rob Rossi (missing) Sean Weiboldt

Left: Senior Jonathan Dorian steals the ball from the opposing Tolgate player.

Right: Captain Brandon Migliore is preparing to shoot a goal.

Right: Senior Rob Rossi is warming-up in the goal.
The 2004-2005 season was a very tumultuous one for the Oakers' Boys' Basketball. Initially, the Oakers were put into Division I with RJ's basketball powerhouses. Secondly, the team faced excitement with the hiring of a new coach, Chris Dante. Dante took the reigns and began building a team based on trust. The team submerged into its toughest phase of the season. Then newcomer Coach Paul Blais, stepped in and began to build the team based on what Dante taught. With the help and strength of the Senior Captains Greg Mruk, Travis Leffert and "Nasty" Nathan Bartlett, the Oakers made progress despite a few bumps in the road. The captains were determined not to let the Team give up despite all odds. Soon afterwards, the Team was thrusted into another segment of the season as Bill Tarvis and "The Master" went aboard the Team. All three Coaches embraced the strengths of the Team and worked on the weaknesses. As a result, the Team was pulled up from the backsets in the season as they began scoring back-to-back victories. Despite the bumpy road in the beginning of the season, the Team was able to work together. All in all, the future looks bright for the Oakers Boys Basketball.

Left to Right: Travis Leffert, Brad Southard, Greg Mruk, Josh Malloy, Nick Bamford, Adam Corriveau, Chris Fontaine, Nathan Bartlett
The 2004-2005 Girls' Basketball Team was led by Seniors Beth Bell, Erin Larson, and Becky Petrarca. Bell and Larson were co-captains for the season. The Lady Oakers brought a tenacious defense to the court that caused their opponents to make adjustments in each and every game. Rounding out the varsity squad were Juniors Caitlin Smith, Mary Barden, and Meg Feeley, Sophomores Caitlin Vandervelde, Abby Chevalier, Nicole Enos, Donnie Mattoon, Tori Darling and Kelly Dussault, and Freshman Anna Barden.

Although the team struggled in league play, the Lady Oakers were successful in capturing the Coventry Credit Union Classic. Beth Bell and Erin Larson were named the All-Tournament players while Abby Chevalier was named the Tournament MVP. Lastly, the team displayed great effort and determination throughout the entire season.
Ice Hockey

2004-2005 Varsity Hockey Team

Snapshots: On the Ice this Season

"Half the game is mental; the other half is being mental."
~Jim McKenny

“A player must be able to skate, have hockey sense, be able to shoot - not necessarily able to score - and have drive.” ~Pierre Page
Girls' Fastpitch Softball

The Lady Oakers Fastpitch Softball competed in Division I for the second season. The team defeated the defending champions, Pilgrim, two to one, in what would be their biggest victory of the year.

Beth Bell led the way in hitting with a .375 batting average, followed by Cassie Corderio (.333) and Michaela Cady (.304).

Danielle Prignano had started pitching for the Oakers, but Ali Chabot eventually pitched the majority of the innings when Prignano missed the season due to illness. However, Chabot shows a promising future as she won her first varsity victory. Caitlin Vandervelde pitched in seven games and is a promising asset to the team as well. The team looks forward to the next season.

Above: Seniors Lauren Caparco and Beth Bell

Left: Kelly Dussault ready to catch the ball.

Front Row: Cassie Corderio, Danielle Prignano, Nicole St. Jean, Liz Fillo, Mackenzie Zabbo, Michelle Frazier
Back Row: Coach Jodi, Michaela Cady, Lauren Caparco, Beth Bell, Cynthia Gaudet, Kelly Dussault, Ali Chabot, Danielle Matnoon, Coach Daigneault

Above: Seniors Jen Gareau, Jess McCaughey, Danny Olivier, Sarah Costa, Steph Shock

Right: 2004 Slow pitch team
Front: Ariana Carriero, Samantha Santilli, Sarah Costa, Aimee Olivier
Back: Jen Gareau, Jess McCaughey, Danny Olivier, Steph Shock
Coaches Brooke Macomber and Jeff Gareau
Girls' Volleyball

The girl's volleyball team enjoyed their most successful regular season ever in the fall of 2004. Led by Captains Shana Schloth, Sara Messier, and Amanda Berntson, Coventry captured their First Division Title with a 15-3 record. Coventry also won the annual Koch Eye Tournament featuring the top 20 teams in the state. In addition to the three captains mentioned above, Erin Larson, Carolyn Crist, and Liz and Jackie Mokaba will graduate as the most successful players in school history.

Schloth earned First Team All-State and All-Division Honors for the second consecutive season. Messier was named to the First Team All-Division and captured Third Team All-State Honors. In addition, Berntson was named to the Second Team All-Division and Third Team All-State.

The Seniors did not leave the cupboard bare for next season, as Juniors Lauren Biondo and Sharon Corriveau each earned All-Division Honors. Maggie Ferri, Shawna Maxwell, Erin Kavanaugh, Nicole Enos, Kara Jalbert, Stephanie Crist, and Sarah Messier will return next year as the team's upperclassmen for next season.

Above: Amanda Berntson prepares to bump the ball.

Above: Shana Schloth and Sara Messier are at it again!

Left: Sara Messier and Erin Kavanaugh prepares for what's ahead.

Top Left: Shana Schloth and Erin Kavanaugh joins in for a double effort.

Top Right: Lauren Biondo prepares to spike the ball.

Below: Seniors Sara Messier, Erin Larson, Jackie Mokaba, Carolyn Crist, Amanda Berntson, Shana Schloth, Liz Mokaba

Right: Sharon Corriveau and Amanda Berntson works together to block the ball.
Boys Tennis

2004 Boys Tennis Team
Left: Phil Carlu, Andrew Menard, Adam Corriveau, Nathan Bartlett, Victor Carlu
Front: Rob Rossi, Steve Simonelli, Mike Atkins, Zhiyao Luo
Bottom Left: Phil Carlu, Andrew Menard, Jake Hebert, Adam Corriveau, Rob Rossi, Nathan Bartlett

I have always considered tennis as a combat in an arena between two gladiators who have their racquets and their courage as their weapons.
~Yannick Noah
Boys Baseball

Last Spring's Coventry High School baseball season began with potential, and its players lived up to the hype. The team, which was dominated by experienced Seniors and Juniors, was able to erase all memories of late inning mistakes and tough luck losses by coming up clutch in the second half of the season and finishing 9-9 which propelled them into the playoffs for the first time in six years. Seniors John Giusti and Junior Kevin Rowles were recognized for their efforts by being named to Class A South's First Team All Division, while Sophomore Jeff DiLorenzo was named Second Team All Division.

John Giusti wrapped-up his career as a four-year starting shortstop and provided the walk-off grand slam against perennial power Toll Gate which proved to be the turning point in the Oakers' season. Each game seemed to see a different senior step-up. Ryan Andrews and Dane Laboissoniere raised their game versus rival West Warwick. Reid DeGraide produced a walk off double to defeat Warwick Vets. Anthony Hammond and T.J. Frail provided late inning cushions in the team's first victory over North Kingstown. Kevin Rowles and Jeff DiLorenzo combined for wins in five of the last six games which pitched the team into the playoffs.

This year's team comes in with promise with returning starters Rowles, DiLorenzo, Geoff Sinnott, Ron Gallant, Adam Porier and Alex Macomber likely to carry on the legacy of last year's seniors. The team will look for key contributions from Dave Lamotho, Kevin Dunn, Jeremy DiMicco, Steve Gardner and Ron Gallagher as well.

Missing: T.J. Frail, Kevin Dunn, Dave Lamotho, Brad Southard, Adam Porier.

Jeff DiLorenzo gets ready to hit a home-run.
Right: Reid DeGraide runs to catch a grinder.
Left: Ron Gallant prepares to out the next hit.
Right: John Giusti up to bat.
Golf


The Oakers’ Golf Team finished the 2004 season with a 3-11 record. The Golf team was led by captain Brian Chevalier, who represented Coventry High School in the State Golf Tournament. The Oakers’ team looks to improve their record in the 2005 season, based on returning and talented sophomore and freshmen golfers.

Bottom Left: S. Zahn as he takes a full swing at the ball.

Bottom Right: Seniors A. Donilon and J. Laprey.

Girls Outdoor Track & Field

Led by Captains Samantha Simone, Loryssa Simas, and Whitney Capwell, the Girls’ Outdoor Track and Field finished 6-3 for the regular season in the very competitive Southern Division which features some of the top track teams in the state. We also finished third in Class A and had many players qualify for the State and New England Championships. Overall, the Team had a very successful season. Siobhan McCaffrey won the Class A championship in the long jump and Whitney Capwell was the Southern Division Champion in the shot put. Our 4x100 meter relay team of Loryssa Simas, Casey Cronin, Siobhan McCaffrey, and Ruth Clarkin won the Rick Swanton Invitational and were also Southern Division Champions who finished fifth at the State championships.

In addition, many athletes broke many school records. Casey Cronin broke the school record in the triple jump. She placed fourth at the State championships, was the team’s highest point scorer at that meet, and was one of the leading triple jumpers in New England for her age and grade as well. Nicole Stefanki and Ashley Fallon alternated in breaking the School’s javelin record and both placed in the top ten at the State championships. Stefanki also established herself as one of the leading Sophomore javelin throwers in New England. The 4x400 meter school record was shattered by the Team consisting of Casey Cronin, Amy Krajewski, Ruth Clarkin, and Loryssa Simas. They placed fourth at the State Championships.

Those who have set personal records and showed significant improvements throughout the year include Jenny Lau, Danielle Horne, Ashley Buglio, Casey Smith, Kelly Morgan, and Ali Brandt. Freshman athletes, Crystal Bourque, Danielle Gote, Lindsay Brison, and Chelsea Creamer showed true potential as competitive track athletes as they were among some of the season’s highest scorers.

Left: Seniors Ashley Fallon, Siobhan McCaffrey, Amy Krajewski, Rebecca Latraverse
The Hunt 2004

Costume winners Rebecca Petraca, Lauren Coyne, Erin Larson, and Carolyn Crist

Jamie Nagle, Christine DeMilia, and Jen Diggins as three members of KISS.

October 30th, 2004

The Szerlag twins and Katie Osman at the Hunt Dance.

Winter Ball 2005

Jen Garreau and Caitlin Smith

Rachel Nadeau and Nile Hawver

Trevor Dorchies, Jon Stenning, Chris Coyne and Kyle Desjardins. "We won the Hunt!"

Say cheese! Bryn D'Orio

Katie Cinquegrana and Amanda Hooper

Vanessa Rogers and Heather Vasquez

Karen Quinn and Ashley Bettencourt
Clubs

A typical day at the high school consists of a variety of subjects such as, Science, Math, History and English; but the students at CHS can also choose fun elective courses. ROTC, culinary, art, photography, music are some of the many electives at CHS. There is more to school life than sitting in class all day. A majority of activities take place in the afternoon. After all, high school life isn't just about homework, writing essays and studying. Students at CHS can get involved in many activities even if they have to give up some of their personal time to join. Between participating in Student Council, working the WCVY radio station, Science Club, and other activities students can stay pretty busy. Life at Coventry High goes beyond participation. People form bonds and friendships that exist outside of the school. Goals are reached and struggles are overcome. Student life represents the free spirit, good will and the fun side of all Coventry High School students. One learns lessons never before known and those they will never forget.

YEARBOOK

With Mr. Nolan as the club advisor, the Yearbook Club of 2004-2005 had loads of work to do. The first step to producing the '04-'05 yearbook was establishing the title of the book, which is "The Time of Your Life." Between writing stories, cropping pictures, and making deadlines, the club was under constant stress. However the club united and successfully completed the yearbook!

The three managing editors were Sajel Shah, Jessica Layton, and Sarika Saran. Others editors include Chris Beaudoin Junior editor, Nichole Perue Sophomore editor, Erica Nadeau Freshman editor, Sports editors Erica Hanson, Jenny Lau, and Rose Bartholomew, Clubs editor Erica Hanson and Jenny Lau, and ads editor Amanda Hooper. Individuals who were responsible for the surprise edition of the '04-'05 DVD were Meghan Sullivan and Jenny Lau. The finance and DVD advisor of the yearbook was Mr. Walker. Producing the yearbook has been a time-consuming effort, yet the yearbook club is proud to present the 2004-2005 yearbook. We hope you enjoy all of our hard work!
CHEERLEADING

HOCKEY

Back Row (L-R): Mel Dulude, Jordan Potter, Amanda Cornell, Kayla Boyer
Middle (L-R): Tiffany Manco, Ashley Burns, Amanda Austin
Front Row (L-R): Kerri Geer, Sam Williams, Rachelle Dulude, Kayla Boyer
Missing: Jenn Diggins

Team captains Rachelle Dulude and Sam Williams.

BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

2004 Football Cheerleading Squad.

At the Homecoming Parade.
Science Club

The Science Club had a great time exploring science concepts in the lab, out on the Pawtuxet Riverbanks, and out on the ocean. This year, approximately 22 members tie-dyed T-shirts, investigated chemical demonstrations, and observed whale behavior at the club's annual whale watch. In addition, many explored polymer and forensics chemistry, listened to guest speakers describe careers in pharmacy and research, and visited the Boston Museum of Science. Members also crafted ceramic tiles and participated in Earth Day activities to improve the health of the Pawtucket River in Coventry. The club is filled with fun and welcomes new members anytime.

Envirothon

Envirothon started a few years ago with a team of only five sophomore students. It is a team that touches base with everything in nature. Meeting once a week, the students learn about aquatics, wildlife, soils, and trees. This knowledge, however, does not go unnoticed. Every year, teams of five compete against other schools in hands-on tests and oral presentations. Four years ago the amateurs managed second place and continued to win throughout their high school years. Their legacy is passed on to a new team, which hopes to live up to its prestigious ranking.
For many years, the message "This is FM 91.5 WCVY Coventry, signing on." has been broadcasted over the air across Kent County every weekday at 2 P.M. It marks the beginning of a new work day for the staff of Rhode Island's only high school FM radio station, WCVY. The operating hours are 2-10 P.M. Under the direction of Mr. Murray, the station has made many great improvements during the 2004-2005 school year. Run by a full staff of CHS students, they work in the areas of news, sports, production, music, promotions, and of course DJ's. Thanks to the dedication and devotion to those involved, WCVY is sure to have many successful years ahead.

Student Council

The Coventry High School Student Council is the group that unifies all of the other groups within the school in order to work toward a set of common goals. Advised under Mrs. Tracy, Mr. D'Impicco, and Mrs. Kelly, the Council is open to all students who attend weekly meetings in the upper auditorium.

Essentially, the group begins preparations over the summer and commences with a cookout. From there, the group is off and running. Homecoming, varsity revue, spirit week, and career day are just a few of the major activities that the Student Council plans. It is important to note that the Council takes the needs and desires of the school population into consideration when it plans events and activities.

In addition, the Student Council plans leadership development programs for Freshman and Sophomores at Alton Jones, coordinates the annual Christmas card program, sponsors the secret pal program, participates in an intergenerational program, and coordinates the blood drive. Through each of the mentioned activities, members learn to put the needs of others in the community first.

Besides the annual events, Student Council has taken on a few new activities this year. First, PRIDE Day was added to the school calendar, when members of various clubs implemented a school wide clean-up. Second, the Student Council now recognizes each student's birthday with a morning announcement and a birthday card in the homeroom. Third, the Student Council has joined the Feinstein program and has, thus far, held two very successful food drives.

Finally, the student organization has been visible on both the State and National level. There are many students and advisors who serve on the executive boards on both levels, and many members have attended State, Regional, and National Council conferences. When they return to Coventry High School, they bring back with them a wealth of ideas that benefit the entire community.

Left: Mr. D'Impicco, Treasurer
Stephen Mann, Senior Class Representative
Jennifer Garceau, Junior Class Representative
Jenny Lai (back), Secretary
Mindy Matuza, Vice-Treasurer
Rob McDermott (back), President
Ted Tracy, Corresponding Secretary
Emily Marshland, Vice-President
Stephanie Shock
ROTTC

The Rhode Island 81st Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps has been well known throughout Rhode Island. Students in the ROTC program learn discipline and teamwork among other life skills. The team showed amazing stamina this year and we are extremely proud of them!

RIAFJ ROTC: DRILL TEAM

The Rhode Island 81st Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps Drill Team is a well known team throughout the East Coast of the United States. This year, the team is heading back to Washington D.C. to defend their National Title for the fourth year. Members of the team must possess military bearing, knowledge of a weapon, knowledge of the country, history of its flag, and most importantly, dedication. For those who are apart of the team, it is a great honor. Over fifty cadets tried out for the team and only eighteen were inducted. It is the only team in the school that involves both males and females who are equally intelligent and physically in shape. Over the years, the team has been recognized for its leadership, sportsmanship, and participation in the community. Cadets are required to attend all practices, maintain their academic schoolwork, and wear their uniforms to school in order to remain on the team. The cadets conduct themselves in a higher manner relative to other cadets due to their position as a respectful leader to their peers.

The members of the team includes Juniors Marisa Powers (Drill Team Commander), Sam Maini, Kait Masso, Matt Nagel, Vicki Thompson, Sophomores Mike Lindley (Drill Team Vice Commander), Anthony Amore, Ricky Bourbon, Devin Casey, Sean Courmode, Dennis Hauk, Lindsey Lacoe, and Freshmen Jess Masso and Jenelle Piche. Seniors on the team are Jamie Moore, Leah Povers, and Dan White.
Select Chorus

Select Choir is Coventry High's audition only vocal group. Each member must have an audition with Mr. DeGraide in the Spring prior to the school year if they wish to become a member. They perform twice a year at the holiday and spring concerts, in addition to many other festivals. Not only do they rehearse during the school day, but also during summer vacations. Being in Select means being one of the best.

Seniors departing this year include: Kim Lima, Tiffany Giusti, Katherine Patenaude, Kaela Adams, Lisa Coulombe, Nile Hawver, Ryan Tremblay, Sean Foster, and Nathaniel Pouliot.

Concert Chorus

Directed by Lisa Masse and accompanied by Ms. Coyle, the Concert Chorus is a recent addition to the school. Concert Chorus is open to anyone with prior choral experience, without auditions. They hold two annual concerts, one in the winter and one in the spring. Practice is held every Tuesday after school until 3:15PM. Each attending member shows dedication and loyalty to the club and their fellow members.

In addition to meeting after school, the large group meets in small sections during different classes. Since the chorus is open to everyone, it cannot meet in one class, making rehearsals after school a necessity. They also look forward to their out-of-state trip at the end of each year. Seniors include Erica Krawzik, Nichole DeMilla, Krystal Boss and Carl Gough.
Faculty Chorus

Directed by Mr. DeGraide, the Faculty Chorus is a group of teachers who spend their time rehearsing Wednesday after school to perform in two annual school concerts. The teachers practice during their free time. Surprisingly, they sound really good! Who would have known that a group of teachers could ever pull it off? This being their third year, teachers, who are involved, are proud of their accomplishments and many say that the chorus gives them the opportunity to sing and a chance to shine.

Your Favorite Clubs

» Record your favorite club memories and remember them for a lifetime.
Drama

Drama is not a club, an organization, or a group, but more like a family. Being a member of the Drama means more than holding the audience hostage on the ends of their seats, or being admired in the moments of glory underneath the spotlight. Students discover the true meaning of "unity as a team" during their months of line memorizing, set construction, frequent blocking changes, and plenty of technical needs. There is no better feeling than showcasing hard work. Director, Myke Wilkinson, has never failed to amaze the audience or inspire all of those involved in Drama.

This Fall's production was "Charlie and Algernon," a very special musical based on the book by Daniel Keyes. It portrayed the importance of being proud of yourself despite minor imperfections. It featured an accompanying orchestra directed by Mr. Costa.

This Spring's production of "A Piece of My Heart" was entered in the 2005 Rhode Island State Competition. The play is a tribute to those who were in the Vietnam War. It was an authentic and tear-jerking play that radiated the courageous lives who served in the Army. Always striving for excellence, the Drama family intends to place first in the state competition for the fourth time.

Alternative Learning Program

ALP

The Coventry School Department has set up an alternative program for students. The alternative program is designed to allow students to make up credits in one year, that the average CHS student would take two full years to complete. Consequently, the program gives those students the opportunity to graduate with their class on time. Students who have repeated more than one grade can make up these years at the alternative program, or they can decide to attend the school for a year and then return to CHS. In addition to core classes, the students are also given the opportunity to do community service work. The program is very challenging, with some students taking numerous courses in order to graduate with their fellow classmates.
Band

The music department has been especially busy this year. With four different ensembles, Mr. Smith and the bands have continued to work hard and perform as usual. Starting in August, the marching band began to prepare for the 2004 football season. The band cheered on the Oakers at every home game as well as the Thanksgiving Day game. After the football season, preparation for the holiday concerts began. The Concert Band performed several selections and sounded great. These selections included "Among the Clouds," "Planets," and "Comberland Cross," among others. The Wind Ensemble, which is a newer ensemble and is an audition-only band, prepared numerous selections. This year, the Wind Ensemble revisited "Korean Folk Song." Surely they displayed the diversity and advanced musicianship within the music department. Other Ensembles, including the Jazz A Band and the Jazz B Band also played wonderful selections. All four ensembles played wonderfully, linking the variety of musical abilities in order to create an excellent Music Department.

"Don't settle for mediocrity." –Mr. William Smith

Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and that which cannot remain silent.

—Victor Hugo

Without music, life is a journey through a desert

—Pat Conroy

Words make you think a thought. Music makes you feel a feeling. A song makes you feel a thought.

—Z.Y. Harburg
Dance Team

Back Row (L-R): Jessica Pacheco, Liz Patonode, Julia Glater, Danielle Baker, Samantha Andrea, Tiffany Giusti
Middle (L-R): Kara Skaling, Jessica Daley, Kristen Guertin, Ariana Verducci
Bottom: Lauren Whittle, Lauren Coyne, Kristina Giusti, Kristen Ricciardelli, Sarah Rubinstein

This is the dance team's eighth year at Coventry Public School. Coached and found by Moira Young, the team also has the aid of Assistant coaches Jeni Petraca and Lisa Palumbo. They are a competitive hip hop and jazz team that not only performs at various school functions, but at nationwide competitions as well. The dance team demands a rigorous schedule in which all the hard work, persistence, and effort finally culminates in an end of the season Dance Show. They are a group of dedicated students that practices year round. This year, at its first competition, the team received an Ultimate Gold Medal and another special award for being the most spirited group. This season was a success. The coaches were proud to have such an outstanding team of young ladies.

Math League

Math League participants:
Artem Yankov,
Jeff Heigh, and Ted Tracy

Competing in the RI Mathletics League against 31 other schools and 700 other students throughout the state, the CHS Math Team continues to improve. With returning high scorer, junior, Jeffrey Heigh, senior Ted Tracy, junior Artem Yankov, and sophomore Shaun Heath, the Math Team started the year with a fifth place finish at the first meet of the year. The team competed in the West Bay Division against teams from Toll Gate, Rocky Hill, East Greenwich, and West Warwick, meanwhile the team has retained its strong participation and is looking forward to next year's competition.

Celebrating Pi Day (3.14.05)
Interact

The Interact Club is a group of students that is dedicated to serving the community as well as promoting community service among students at Coventry High School. This year, the club was led by President Jenny Lau, along with Vice-President Sarah Simonelli, Secretary Meghan Sullivan, and Treasurer Ed Duhamel. The club has implemented many successful community service projects this year.

Along with accomplishing the club's annual tasks, such as helping with the David Njegovan Road Race and making PB&J sandwiches for the local shelter, the club implemented many new projects. Students in the club made hygiene kits for the Coventry Food Bank, Halloween goodie bags for the children at Hasbro Children's Hospital, and helped with CHS's PRIDE Day. In addition, they made care packages for faculty members who were stationed overseas in Iraq, Christmas ornaments for underprivileged children, and many helped the Oak Haven Elementary School with their annual "Halloween Happenings."

The club meets once every two weeks and welcomes new members readily. The club is essentially designed to get students involved in their community and to gain a meaningful experience at the same time.

National Honor Society

National Honor Society Standards

High school Juniors and Seniors are eligible for induction into the National Honor Society. Selection and continued membership are based on the four areas of scholarship, service, leadership, and character all weighted equally. Students do not apply for membership. Selection and induction are honors bestowed on the student.

The scholarship standard is based on a student's cumulative grade point average (GPA) beginning in the ninth grade until the first semester of their current grade. The scholarship standard is a GPA of 3.65.

The service standard is thirty hours of documented service by the eleventh grade and an additional fifteen hours of community service by one's Senior year. Service hours may accumulate beginning in the ninth grade.

Rhode Island Honor Society Standards

High School Seniors are eligible for induction in the Rhode Island Honor Society with a GPA of 3.35 by the end of the first semester.
Along with the normal classes offered at Coventry High School, the school also offers to its students the option of foreign languages. Currently, these special classes consist of Spanish, French, and Italian. The Foreign Language Club is open to all those that are enrolled in a foreign language class and enthusiastically welcomes new members. It meets once a month after school and is run by Singora DiPrete. Also, it holds annual events such as Foreign Language Night in the month of December, which this year showed the play, “La Befana,” the story of the good witch of Italy who delivers presents to children on the night of the Epiphany. Other events held by the club include: food tasting, Foreign Language Week, music and drama, presentations, field trips, and an honors ceremony. The club is eager to spread the beauty of language to all the students in the school.
Our precious little baby
our special gift of love
Carried to us by angels
a gift from God above.

My the years have flown
just look at how you've grown
In wisdom and in grace
of conceit there is no trace.

With determination in your eye
never ceasing to ask "why?"
Reaching for the stars from the start
compassion and goodness in your heart.

With a word of encouragement
and pat on the back
You lead by example
always willing to pick up the slack.

You are genuine and sincere,
a friend who is always there
Very sweet and always kind
Just little words that come to mind.

Dedicated and inspired
looked up to and admired
Honest and forthright
in addition to being quite bright.

Always willing to go the extra mile
Never complaining and with a smile
Exceeding the standards, always raising the bar
setting new goals, reaching for the farthest star.

May you find love peace and happiness
in all that you do
Knowing our prayers have been answered
In the GIFT that is YOU!

Love,
Mom and Dad,
BP & BBB

P.S.
We knew you could,
We knew you could,
...and you did!!!

Sajel (Debru),

After holding your hand as a child for so long it has become very
difficult to let go. Now that you have grown into a sophisticated young
woman, all we can do is wish you the best in all aspects of life. Whatever
path you choose, you will always succeed. We are proud of your accom-
plishments. You will never disappoint us, Good Luck!

Love Always,
Daddy, Mummy & Shalini
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The many faces of Krispy. You will always be our little hurricane.

We are as proud of you now as we were then. We all love you, Mom, Dad & Kris

Good Luck Peppy's Love all of us, Mom, Pops, Jonathan, Nathan, Ryan and Lauren

Congratulations Greg! You have always made us proud. We wish you health, happiness and success for the future.
Love, Mom, Dad & David

CONGRATULATIONS to the boy who went to school with no pants on.
Love, Mom, Sisters, & Buddy Joe

Congratulations Antonioli. Good luck in the future.
Love, Mom, Dad & Nina
Steph,  
Congratulations- We are so proud of everything you have accomplished- We Love You  
Love,  
Mom, Dad & Kim

Sarah,  
Your first day of nursery school. Now your last day of high school. It’s been a joy watching you become such a wonderful, kind and lovely young lady. We know you will succeed wherever life takes you.  
Love,  
Mom, Dad & Paul

Shana Schloth  
You never cease to amaze us with your many accomplishments, whether you’re leading your team in sports, getting great grades in school, or working hard at your part time job. Shana, look into your heart, believe in yourself and most of all, follow your dreams. You will always be “God’s Gift” to us. We are so very proud of you!  
Love, Mom, Dad & your family

Bethany,  
Congratulations! We are proud of you.  
Love Always,  
Mom, Dad, John, Brendan & Steven

Congratulations Ryan!  
We are so proud of you. Keep striving to succeed and you’ll go far.  
Love, Mom, Dad & Kristen

Ryan- We are so proud of you. You are such a talented young man. We are certain you will follow your dreams. We love you- Mom, Dad & Erica
To our Lindsey
Through all of the trials and tribulations. Here you are, a senior graduating from high school. We are very proud of you and your accomplishments. Our very best to you always. Let your heart continue to make music.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Nathan

To My Becca,
So proud to have you as a daughter!
Congrats.
Love, Mom

Jon,
When you go away to college, can I have you room?
Your Little Sister,
Caitlin
P.S. Congrats!

Aimie: We're so proud of all your accomplishments. Our first high school graduate. May God guide and bless you in all that you do. We love you forever.
Mom, Dad, Josh, Marie and Craig

Marissa, Congratulations and best wishes on a wonderful future. With your personality and hard work we know you will make a wonderful teacher. Nani would be proud. You know we will always love you and be here for you.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Lindsey
Adam
First born, a boy, Dad's pride and joy. Looks a lot like his mother. Honest and smart, a good guy at heart.
Twice over, a really great brother. Hard working and strong. Now it won't be long. 'Til it's off to college for you. So keep your chin up. You're made of really great stuff. We wish you much luck in all that you do.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Sharon & Tricia

Congratulations, Jo!
We are so proud of you!

Congratulations Kurt!
We love you and know you will accomplish all your goals in your own special way. Much happiness and success.
Always,
Mom, Dad, Miles & Brittney

Congratulations Cory!!
We are very proud of all you have accomplished and hope you are successful in the future adventure.
Love Mom, Dad & Kylie

Dave,
Congratulations!
Best of luck in all you do.
Love, Mom, Dad & Jeff

Stacey Jean,
Your attitude is addictive and your zest for life contagious. We hope you will throw yourself into the future and accomplish all you hope to. We love you and we are so proud of you.
MUAH!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Bethany and Sarah

Matthew,
You're Amazing!
Your discoveries of bathtub bubbles are long gone.
Your future explorations in Oceanography anxiously await.
Yet, your fun and loving spirit remains tucked deeply in a mother's heart for eternity. I am so very proud of you.
Love,
Mom

Teddy
From pre-school to high school...it has been a joy to watch you become an accomplished young man. Your strength of character and your hard work have allowed you to truly make a difference. Throughout the journey you have always made us so very proud. As the journey continues...may all your dreams come true.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, & Michaela
Isn't she lovely,
Isn't she wonderful...
Sarah,
We're so very proud of you!
All Our Love Always,
Mom, Dad & Anthony

Alicia,
You have grown into a beautiful young lady! Congratulations!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Paige & Elizabeth

Whether you were opening gifts, or video games, that smile on your face was always there. We'll miss the movie times, working in the shop and the chat sessions we had together. So as you venture out into life in search of your dreams and new memories, remember we are always here for you. We wish you the best of love, luck and happiness now and in the future.
Love, Grammy and Grampy

Dave,
You bring such joy & laughter into our lives and to those around you. We are so proud of your accomplishments and the wonderful and caring person you have always been. Continue to make people smile and may all your dreams bring you happiness and become reality. Congratulations!
Love,
Dad, Mom & Daniel

From Toy Drums & Nintendo to Computers and Piano... The years have gone by so fast, we still clearly see the past. The world is yours to explore, one huge open door. Your future is yours to decide, just know we'll always stand by your side!
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love,
Mom & Dad

From the little girl with smiles and laughter to the young lady with grace and beauty. You've always known what you needed to do to achieve your goal. Now is the time to spread your wings and follow your dreams. We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Bryn
Our sweet little girl all grown up. We are so proud of you.
Love you,
Mom, Dad & Ryan
Sarah,
Now is when life really begins.
May this new journey open your door to new and exciting possibilities. Keep that beautiful smile! We love you!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Dan & Lindsay

Congratulations Stephanie!
Keep smiling and enjoy whatever you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Pam, and Jenn

To our beautiful Erin,
You have accomplished so much in your life that we are truly proud of you. Good luck in college and beyond.
Love,
Mom, Beth & Amy

I was truly blessed the day you were born. You have brought so much joy and laughter into my life. I am very proud of all that you have accomplished but most of all, I am proud of the wonderful and caring person you have become.
Love Always,
Mom

Amanda—
Congratulations!
Like the sun you are always shining. I’m so proud of you!
Love,
Mom

It's been such fun with you every step of the way and I know your future will be bright--so don't forget your shades! You've made Dad and me so proud and you're loved beyond words! (Who loves you more than me? Good answer!) xoxox
Congratulations Crista!
You did it!
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments over the years. Set your goals high and reach for the stars.....you deserve the best!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations
Crista!
I'm so proud of you! Keep your head on straight. You can do anything you have your heart set on. Remember that I'm always here for you!
Love,
Caitlin

Dear Kaly, Kay-Kay,
I'll love you forever
I'll like you for always
As long as I'm living
My baby, you'll be.
We are so proud of the amazing person you have become. You are such a blessing to our family. You will be constantly in our prayers as you move on to college.
Shush you. Love,
Mom & Dad

Jackie and Liz, (a.k.a. Beana and Bits)
"Two to love, two to hug", what a blessing you are to us. We're so proud of you and know your future will shine as brightly as you do.
Remember to eat an elephant one bite at a time.
With Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jacob

Alicia,
From the day you were born you stole our hearts. We watched you grow from a beautiful baby into a beautiful young lady. We are amazed at how well balanced your life is. We are proud of all your accomplishments. Our wish for you is that you achieve all your dreams and that you are rewarded with the happiness that you deserve.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Josh, and Jay
Josh,
We are very proud of you!
Love,
Your whole family!

Jasmine, you are and will always be the MOST wonderful gift life has given us. All our love always and forever. Hugs and kisses love,
Mom, Dad, Jenn & Sammy

Heather,
Your heritage offered a start, but you alone reached for the max and achieved it!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Courtney

Ashley,
We are so proud of all you have accomplished and who you have become. Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Chelsea

Casey,
Congratulations! We are so proud of the young woman you have become and we look forward to your college years. Your work ethic, integrity, and zest for life will take you far. We truly feel blessed that you are our dance.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations Shane!!!
You have made our family proud.
Go on and live your dreams!
Love, Mom, Dad & Audra
Dearest Meggie,
We can still picture you as that little girl tap dancing on stage and we are astounded by the beautiful, independent, determined, compassionate, young woman that you are today.
We do hope that a smile comes to your face as you reflect back on your childhood and high school experiences, and always know that they are filled with some of the most cherished moments of our lives.
This chapter in your life is coming to a close, but rest assured that the future chapters will be filled with wonder and delight.
Congratulations and above all, we “Hope You Dance.”
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Alyssa

Congratulations Brian,
You made it. We are so proud of you. Live your life to the fullest.
We watched you race quarter midgets when you were 5 and we watched you build your 1972 Camaro.
Now we’ve watched you grown into a man.
Be the best man you can be!
We love you very much,
Dad, Mom, Marc, & Mem

Amy Lynn O’Brien
We are all very proud of you.
Keep reaching for those stars.
Love Mom and Family
P.S. Dad would be very proud of you too.

Jessica “Frank” McCaughey
From your first day of Kindergarten through your last day of high school. We’ve watched you learn innumerable lessons. You’ve learned that life contains good and bad times and that your learning never ends. Congratulations on reaching this milestone. We are proud of you and look forward to watching you learn so much more.

Rachel, We are so proud of you! Congratulations!
Love,
Mom & Jeff

We Love You!
Mom & Dad
To our special daughter Kristen who is full of love and grace you light up our lives when we see your smiling face.

We are so proud of you with all that you have done we hope you love this summer enjoying friends and having fun.

September will then arrive off to college you will go we will miss you Kristen more than you will ever know.

Amy Lynn Krajewski,
In my daughter's eyes everyone is equal, Darkness turns to light and the world is at peace. This miracle God gave to me gives me strength when I am weak. I find reason to believe in my daughter's eyes. -Martina McBride
Congratulations on reaching all your goals. Highest honors, AP and Honor Classes, All State, All Divisional, All class-3 sports
Love you lots--Mom, Dad, Gary, Andy, Pammy and you favorite PC Friar, James

Hey Shauna Bugs,
I'm going to miss you when you graduate. Good luck going where you want to go and being the beautiful person I know you are.
Love Always,
Amanda

Our Son Jerry- "May your sails be full of air & the wind at your back." Throughout your life you've always brought us great joy and happiness. Use the many lessons you have learned on your road to Eagle. Remember to always touch the lives of others. Now it is your time to follow your dreams.
Love
Mom & Dad
"We love you!" -Beck and Chris

You brought great joy into our lives when you were born. We watched you grow into a young adult. We will proudly watch you graduate high school and continue your education at Johnson & Wales University. We are so proud of you wish you the best of luck.
Love.
Mom & Dad

Travis,
Congratulations! It has been a pleasure watching you grow into the amazing young man you are today. You have faced many obstacles with style and class and should be proud of your accomplishments!
Thank you for the many years of entertainment-watching you play sport after sport-with the grace of a true athlete.
Best of luck in the future!
With Love, Mom, Dad & Jason
Cailla Halpin,  
Keep reaching for the stars and we will always be there for you. Strive to be happy.  
With Pride and Love,  
Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, Ryan, and Shayna

Dearest Kasey,  
I'll love you forever,  
I'll like you for always,  
As long as I'm living,  
My baby you'll be.  
Love,  
Mom and Dad

Robert, where have the years gone?  
It seems only like yesterday you were getting on the bus for first grade.  
We watched you take your first steps and now we're watching you step across the stage to receive your high school diploma. We want you to know we cherish all the "steps" in between.  
You've grown into such a remarkable young man. We are so proud to call you our son.  
Love,  
Dad and Mom

Justin,  
We are very proud of you! You have completed the journey from Kindergarten through your senior year. Now it is time to begin a new journey. We wish you the best of luck in all you do. We know that you will be successful.  
Love,  
Mom, Dad and Kate

Leah,  
Thank you for being our daughter. From our days on Spruce St. to Coventry High we cannot believe how fast the years have gone by. You are intelligent, beautiful and one of the kindest people we know. We love you and may you do well in life. May God bless you Bones McGillicutty.  
Love,  
Marissa, Mom & Dad

Rob, just remember that you made our family as proud today as you did 17 years ago. Thank you for being YOU!  
Love,  
Mom, Dad and Christopher
To Our Son Matthew,
"A gift from God". That's what "Matthew" means. You made it so easy for us to be parents, you are a wonderful son, thank you for being so easy to raise. I remember as if it was yesterday when you came into this world on October 14, 1986. I watched you take your first step, hear you speak your first words. I still remember your first day of preschool and the excitement in your face when you walked into the classroom. Of course, cried as I let you go for the first time. Now a young man who's ready to graduate, and I know it's not going to be long before I have to let you go again and face the world as an adult. Even so, we know that no matter what you do in your life that you'll be great at it because you have the determination to always get the things you really want. Set your goals high and never settle for less. You have it in you to be anything you want to be. We have been so blessed with a wonderful son. We have always been proud of you and all your accomplishments. God bless you Matthew and thank you for making us so happy. Congratulations! Lots of love always,
Mom, Dad, Christopher, and Amanda

---

Ryan,
Ever since you were little your determination and talent have made you shine brightly. We are very proud of you and we know that you will shine on. So much love,
You Family

We are so proud of you your accomplishments. Always move forward and remember back. A hundred years of success.
Love,
Mom, Pop & Adam

---

Congratulations Michael!
We're proud of you!
Love,
Mom & Dad

---

"Oh, the places you'll go!"

Congratulations Joshua!
We are so proud of you. We know you will succeed in what ever you do.
Love,
Mom

---

Kevin,
We are so proud of you for all that you do and all that you are. You are always special to us. Keep Being Yourself.
All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, Adam & Tiffany

---

Congratulations Erin Kathrine!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Kellsey

---

NORA RACHAEL IHRIG

---
Congratulations Mindy!!

It looks as though you've made it through, things that could have made you blue. But what lies ahead is something new, and we are so proud of you. So hold your head high, as you soar through the sky. Although this may be to high school's goodbye, you can still hold on to friends if you try. This was your goal and now it's time, to look ahead for another turn to shine.

Love Always & Forever,
Mom, Dad, Tiff, and Christopher

Hey Dan!
(We finally made it.)
Love, Mom
Daniel follow your dreams, have fun and be careful and you will be successful in anything you do.
Love, Mom and Dad

Kim,
I can't believe how quickly time has gone by. We are very proud of you and hope that you go on and be the best you can be.
All our love and support,
Mom, Dad and Beth

To a great son, Dan.

We've been so very proud of your grades and accomplishments throughout high school. Keep up the good work in the future and you will be greatly rewarded throughout life.
Love Always,
Dad and Sandy

Congratulations as you both graduate together!
Good luck, wherever life takes you. The world is yours for the taking!! We all love you both!

Love Always,
Nannie, Poppy, your Aunts, Uncles, Cousins, Brandon, and Matt

Dan Magner & Mindy Mattos

CONGRATULATIONS!

Time has passed so quickly. We've watched you grow from a little boy to a wonderful young man. May all your dreams and wishes come true while going to college and in the future. Good luck!!

Love Always,
Mom, Steve, Nicole, and Brandon
Lauren,
We are so proud of all your accomplishments and all that you are. Keep your path of passion, truth and love forever!
Love,
Mom & Dad
Chris & Meaghan

Jess:
Words alone cannot begin to tell the story of what joy and sense of pride you have brought to our lives. You have what it takes to accomplish anything you want in life. Continue to believe in yourself and have the confidence to strive for what you want. Most of all do not change the person you have worked hard to become, intelligent, warm, compassionate and determined. Stay focused and know we will always be there for you.

Love Always,
Mom and Dad

Mary-Jane,
Congratulations!
You are a terrific person and continue to make us proud!
Love,
Dad and Mom

Danielle,
You made it! Were are so proud of how you handled the challenges that came your way throughout high school and all that you have accomplished. Keep smiling! Believe in yourself and have the courage to follow your dreams. We love you.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Greg

Nate:
We are very proud of you and also want you to know how much we love you!!!!
Dad, Mom, Amanda

It was just yesterday you were calling Skipper and Bubbas. Today you're a kind, beautiful, confident daughter who can still make us laugh. You fill our hearts with love and pride.

We love you so much,
Mom, Dad, Chris, Craig & Daisy

Congratulations, Bird Brains!
We are so proud of you!
Love
Mom & Dad

Congratulations Kevin! We are very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Kim
Candice,
Never stop believing in yourself.
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick, and baby Madison

Life will sometimes hand you a magical moment.
Take the time to enjoy it.
We're so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Bob, Jess & Aimee

Cassie,
Congratulations on one of many accomplishments.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Olivia

May your walls know joy,
May every room hold laughter
And every window open to a great possibility.

Sammi,
You have persevered over one of life's harshest tragedies.
Your strength and beauty will continue to carry you through all the days of your life. Aim high sweetheart.
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Mike, Kennan and always Corey

Congratulations Joseph!
We are so proud of you.
May all your dreams come true. All of ours have because of you.
All Our Love,
Mom and Dad

Peanut,
Words alone are inadequate to say how proud we are of you. Always follow your dreams and you will make a huge impact on others as you have impacted us.
Love,
Ma & Dad

Congratulations Kevin!!
We are all very proud of you!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, John, & Leah
Phillip,

Congratulations! Love you and good luck, Grammy, Dad, Mom, Stacey, and Jenny

Adam and Heather, It seems like yesterday you two were falling into each others arms. Now you are fine young adults starting a new journey. May you always choose the right paths in life. We love you both very much, Auntie Jean, Uncle Armand, Nick and Sam xo xo xo

Great Job! Love always, Mom, Dad, Victor, & Stephanie

Follow Your Dreams! Love, Mom, Dad, and Amy

My how both of you have grown, the years have passed so quickly, may you both always be successful and have many years of happiness.
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Good Luck Boys!! Love Always, Dad & Mom

Congratulations! You've worked so hard and made us so proud of you, Lindsay. Thank you for being such a good kid and becoming a great adult. Best of luck in the future and we wish for all your dreams to come true.

We love you, Mom and Dad

Katie, You couldn't make us any prouder. We wish you all the best.
Dad, Mom, & Josh

Keep Smiling!
Jennifer,
Congratulations to our little Jenado (J.D.). We are so proud of you and we know you will go far.
Love, Mom, Dad & Britt

Geoffrey,
From your first hit in T-Ball, to your last hit in high school, we always knew you would be a big hit in life. We are very proud of everything you have accomplished. Don’t ever let the world push you around - Do the pushing! Always strive to get the first down.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jenny & Mitchell

Jimmy,
Good Luck
and
Build a great Future!
Love,
Dad, Mom and Nicole

Sarah,
My baby.
We’re so proud of you. We love you.
~Your Family

Nathan
On the day you were born we were blessed with a very special gift, “A gift from God”. That’s what “Nathan” means.
We thank God every day for you. Watching you grow from our “little boy” into such an accomplished and wonderful “young man” has been quite an experience.
You’d make any parent proud.
Thank you for bringing so much joy and happiness into our lives.
We all wish you love, happiness and prosperity today, tomorrow and always.
May all your dreams come true.
We are so proud of you!
Congratulations!!
All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, Jonathan, Ryan and Lauren

Shana,
Your mother and I are so proud of you. Good luck in college.
Love, Dad
Leaves
Leave, leaves in the air,
twirling, swirling everywhere!

So many colors, oh so bright;
red, yellow, orange, what a delight!

Leaves, leaves in my hair,
put there on a dare!

On the ground, in a pile:
don't you love 'um, just for a while?

Enjoy life, Love Dad & Mom

Jon,
We've watched you
grow from a young
boy into a very bright
young man. All
those days of fishing
and spending time
with my best bud are
going to pay off
because you'll be the
best fresh water
biologist in the world.

Love,
Dad & Chrissy

Matt Sheldon,
Believe in yourself
and you'll go far.

We are so very
proud of you!

Mom, Ben and Dan

When you are happy
we'll love you with a joyful heart.
When you are sad
we'll love you with a heart
made a little heavier
by your tears.
When you are right,
we'll love you with a heart
filled with pride.
When you are wrong,
we'll love you with a heart
that has learned acceptance.
When you succeed,
we'll love you with a cheering heart.
When you fail,
we'll love you with a heart
that rewards the efforts you've made.
When you dream,
we'll love you with
an encouraging heart.
When you give up,
we'll love you with a heart
that is strong enough for all of us.

When you are simply you,
we'll love you with all our hearts
and more than you'll ever know.

Susan Polis Shulitz

With all our love
Heather!
Dad, Mom, Courtney and, Jonathan
From the Yearbook Staff,
BEST WISHES
Class of 2005
Congratulations!

Best Wishes to the
Class of 2005
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